COMICS SECTION

AARDAPPEL COMICS

SWAB TEAM #1
by Kristiaan Erlingen & Wim Tilkin
Meet the SWAB team as they start their fight against animal abuse all over the world. See Griff, Vane, and Wart fight against hunters, each in their own typical way and style. It's the SWAB team unleashed!
FC, 36pg	$3.50

AARDVARK VANAHEIM

CEREBUS #296
by Dave Sim & Gerhard
Latter Days: Part 31 (of 35) Cerebus waits eagerly outside the door. Is that the sound of footsteps? Or is it just rustling inside Cerebus's ear? Also Dave Sim and Chester Brown continue to discuss Brown's recently completed graphic novel, Louis Riel, as well as Brown's critically acclaimed "My Mom was a Schizophrenic" in Part 2 of Getting Reil. The countdown to issue 300 (March, 2004) continues... t-minus 4 and counting!
b&w, 24pg	$2.25

ABIOGENESIS PRESS

ALAN MOORE PORTRAIT OF AN EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN TP¾2ND PRINTING
by Various; Edited by Gary Spencer Millidge
Featuring specially created comic strips, illustrations, stories, essays, articles, personal tributes, and photographs, including new and rarely seen interviews, a new biography, and many other surprises, all honoring Alan Moore on the occasion of his 50th birthday. NOTE: 100% of all publisher net profits and all creator royalties from proceeds of this book are to be donated to the Alzheimer's disease charities.
SC, 6x8, 272pg, PC	$14.95

ABOUT COMICS

LICENSABLE BEAR #1
by Nat Gertler, Tone Rodriguez,  & Various
Seven humorous tales about Licensable Bear, a sweet-hearted little fellow who just wants to license his likeness for toys, apparel, and other consumer items! A post-ironic satire by Eisner nominee Nat Gertler. Artists include Tone Rodriguez (Violent Messiahs).
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

ABSENCE OF INK COMIC PRESS

FORLORN FUNNIES #5
by Paul Hornschemeier
Actually two books in one, with two covers, and polarized contents. Half of the book is forlorn, the other half is funny, about the tragic misfortunes of a narcoleptic, dyslexic man and the jealously he tires to communicate, poorly. Confusing and beautiful in an immaculate package. Nominated for two Eisner Awards and one Harvey Award.
MATURE READERS
FC, 80pg (Note Price)	$10.95

ABSTRACT STUDIOS

STRANGERS IN PARADISE VOLUME 13: FLOWER TO FLAME TP
by Terry Moore with Trey Moore
Collects issues #55-60, plus selections from Moore's sketchbook work from that time. After going their separate ways, Francine and Katchoo try to rebuild their lives, with Francine making wedding plans and Katchoo painting. But the FBI is watching Katchoo and a ruthless killer wants to use her as bait for revenge. If Katchoo can make it through that, she'll face the most difficult challenge of her life: Francine's wedding. (CAUT: 4)
SC, 144pg, PC 	$15.95

AC COMICS

AMERICA'S GREATEST COMICS #7
Bob Lubbers is featured in this issue, with a cover and two stories: Captain Wings and Firehair! Also: Jane Martin, illustrated by George Evans; macabre mystery from Jack Kirby, heart-rending romance from Alex Toth, and far-flung fantasy from Steve Ditko! 
b&w, 52pg	$6.95

FEMFORCE #122
by Bill Black & Jeff Austin 
Superbabes #3 (of 3)-Only Tara, Synn, and Jetgirl stand ready when "The Muck Man Returns" to ravage The Femforce! Plus, Miss Scarab by Chris Irving and Chris Samnee, and American Star by Brent Erwin and David Ellis! Available in three cover versions, Regular (featuring all the girls), Alternate A (with Miss Scarab) by Chris Samnee, and Alternate B (with American Star) by Dave Ellis and Mark and Stephanie Heike.
REG. CVR.-b&w, 44pg	$6.95
MISS SCARAB CVR.-b&w, 44pg	$9.95
AMERICAN STAR CVR.-b&w, 44pg	$9.95

MEN OF MYSTERY #44
Two favorites headline AC's Golden Age reprint hit parade in Cat-Man and Bulletman, while three seldom-seen features make their MoM debut this issue: Bob Powell's futuristic heroine Atoma; Man O' Metal, by Wonder Woman co-creator H. G. Peter; and White Streak & Red Seal, illustrated by Emil Gershwin.
b&w, 52pg	$6.95

CLASSIC COMICS CORNUCOPIA COLLECTION #1
Tons of great Golden Age reprints - 31 stories in all! With art by Kirby, Frazetta, Powell, Kinstler, Kubert, Fine, Baker, Ayers, Ward, and more! Pack includes one copy each of America's Greatest #1-3, Men of Mystery #36, Sword of Zorro #1, and Ki-Gorr #1.
Pack (x6), b&w	$34.95

SCI-FI, SORCERY, & SUPERGUYS PACK #1
Features 29 top vintage stories, with art by luminaries like Powell, Crandall, Kubert, Wood, Baker, Krigstein, Ingels, Sekowsky, Ditko, Evans, and more! Pack includes one copy each of Thrilling Science Fiction #1 & 2, Men of Mystery #24, Purple Claw Mysteries #1, and Wall of Flesh #1, bagged.
Pack (x5), b&w	$31.00

A.C.T.O.R. 

DAREDEVIL: DEATH OF ELEKTRA STATUE
From Frank Miller's original Daredevil run. Sculpted and painted by Martin Canale and based on designs by Greg Horn. Limited to only 1982 units, this statue features the Man without Fear, surrounded by the haunting burial ground, hunched in despair at the grave of his lover as the spirit of Elektra rises from the ground and ascends into the ether! Measures 11" wide and stands almost 10" tall. 
Statue	$189.99

BATTLE OF THE PLANETS VOLUME 1 TP KEY COMICS ALTERNATE COVER
This rare Alex Ross painted cover variant was previously available only as a retailer exclusive! The first Battle of the Planets series hit way back in 1979 and 1980 from Gold Key! And these awesome back issues are almost impossible to find! Re-mastered in black and white.
SC, b&w	$19.99

MASTER KUNG FU SHANG CHI 8-INCH BUST
Designed by Dan Jurgens sculpted by Howard Kalish and based lovingly on those classic 70's Marvel Comics, the Shang-Chi bust stands an impressive 8" tall atop an ornate boxed base with the Master of Kung-Fu posed and ready to do battle! Strictly limited carefully crafted and sculpted.
Bust	$89.99

JOHN CASSADAY'S CAPTAIN AMERICA 8-INCH BUST
Cassaday himself designed this piece and sculptor Tony Cipriano has captured every detail of Cassaday's original vision! This bust is available in two editions: Modern Age Cap, featuring his current round shield and costume and the Golden Age Captain America, featuring his older costume and older, emblematic shield!
Bust	$89.99

TOP COW LETHAL LADIES T-SHIRT
Three femme fatales of Top Cow - Magdalena, Witchblade, and Satine - all come together on this great high-quality, 100% cotton Hanes Comfor-T! Art is by a whole studio full of Cows, including Eric Basaldua, Francis Manapul, and Marc Silvestri! 
L-XL	$15.00
XXL-$18.00

ADV

AZUMANGA DAIOH VOLUME 1 MANGA
by Kiyohiko Azuma
Azumanga Daioh - it's not manga, it's "Azumanga" (and it's smart, fun and totally addictive)! Created by the iconoclastic Kiyohiko Azuma (hence the name), Azumanga Daioh is strongly character driven, telling the story of a group of high-school girls and their hilarious daily tribulations. Azumanga Daioh boasts exceptionally strong name recognition, including overwhelming fan enthusiasm about the forthcoming anime series. Traditional Japanese Right-to-Left format.
SC, 168pg, b&w	$9.99

FULL METAL PANIC! VOLUME 1 MANGA
by Shouji Gatou & Retsu Tateo
Atie-in to the smash-hit anime series, the Full Metal Panic! manga is the story of gung-ho secret agent Sosuke Sagara, assigned to go undercover and protect high school honor student Kaname Chidori from a band of international terrorists. Needless to say, Sosuke's background as a counterinsurgent guerrilla isn't the best possible preparation for the "jungles" of high school! Traditional Japanese Right-to-Left format.
SC, 168pg, b&w	$9.99

FULL METAL PANIC! FILM BOOK
An absolutely key resource for fans of the smash-hit anime series! Packed with full-color artwork, production sketches, mecha and weapon designs, exclusive interviews with key staff and more, Full Metal Panic! The Anime Mission is a voyage deep into the creation of the Full Metal Panic! anime.
SC, 168pg, FC 	$19.98

RAHXEPHON BIBLE
RahXephon is one of the most popular and intriguing anime series to be released in the U.S. in recent years. Thousands are absorbed in the mysteries of the title, and the RahXephon Bible is the key to unlocking them. Filled with full-color original artwork, character profiles, production sketches, mecha designs, guides to terminology and more, and printed in a handsome full-size edition, the RahXephon Bible is an essential tie-in to the blockbuster anime.
SC, 100pg, FC 	$19.98

AIRWAVE COMICS

YETS #1
by Mike Bocianowski
When a daredevil guinea pig Sir Perry and cuddlemutt Spec head off across the Omniverse searching for wild dragons, they encounter magical adventures that only dreams are made of. They also meet the amazing fire-breathing Yets! 
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

AIT/PLANET LAR

DEMO #1
by Brian Wood & Becky Cloonan
From the creative team that brought you "Channel Zero: Jennie One", as well as the original writer of the Marvel Comics' controversial "NYX", comes DEMO, a 12-issue monthly series about real life people struggling to come to terms with superpowers and their burden. Black and white on high quality paper, each issue is a complete, stand-alone story. The debut issue follows Marie, a teenage girl with a nasty case of telekinesis. Kept under control by heavy mood stabilizers and an oppressive mother, she escapes the suburbs with her boyfriend Mike for New York City and the freedom and happiness it brings her.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (1of 12)	$2.95

CODEFLESH TP
by Joe Casey & Charlie Adlard
The deviant minds of Joe Casey and Charlie Adlard present this gritty tale of violence and morality. By day, Cameron Daltrey is an L.A. bail bondsman after superhuman freaks. By night, he's a masked bounty hunter taking out his aggressions on those same bail-skipping monstrosities.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$12.95

ALTERNATIVE COMICS

FURTHER GRICKLE TP
by Graham Annable
Graham Annable's follow up to his Harvey nominated graphic novel. Collects beautiful stories in which devilish comedy and eye-watering art enclose a rich, chocolately center of sad poetry and bruised but intact innocence. With an intimate, conversational tone and wholly personal outlook. 
SC, 6x9, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

PEANUTBUTTER & JEREMY'S BEST BOOK EVER TP
by James Kochalka
Peanutbutter is a cute little kitty who thinks she works in an office. Jeremy is the crafty crow who lives in the tree outside. Somehow, Peanutbutter and Jeremy build a friendship. On the surface the story is silly and fun for kids, but for adults it is a clever critique of modern society! 
SC, 6x9, 240pg, b&w	$14.95

AMAZE INK/SLAVE LABOR GRAPHICS

Amaze Ink

BOMBABY: THE SCREEN GODDESS #1
by Antony Mazzotta
Sangeeta is the reincarnation of India's ancient protector. Can this young woman make a difference in a male dominated society? Join the full-color, four-issue fun. Bimonthly.
FC, 24pg (1 of 4)	$3.50

Slave Labor Graphics

EVENFALL #5
by Pete Stathis
Phoebe's fate is sealed when she finds herself stranded in the dangerous fantasy realm of Zokomaya. Has she been condemned forever to a gloomy underworld, or is Zokomaya something else altogether?
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

LIKEWISE #3
by Ariel Schrag
Ariel Schrag returns with the sequel series to her acclaimed works, Definition and Potential. Likewise chronicles her senior year of high school with an attention to detail and the nuances of teenage life that is as universal as her own experiences are unique.
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x11, 40pg, b&w	$4.95

SEAMONSTERS & SUPERHEROES #1
by Scott Mills
In the tradition of Dork and Eightball comes a hilarious new series from Ignatz award-winning cartoonist Scott Mills. See why Mike Oeming said, "Scott Mills is a unique and driven artist. His works are purely original and speak from his soul."
b&w, 24pg (1 of 3)	$2.95

TUPELO #3
by Matt De Gennaro &: Phil Elliott
The World's Greatest Junkie Superhero faces his biggest challenge yet ¾ Detox! Is it curtains for the curious captain as he is captured by The Lullabye Squad and carted off to Bellevue? 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

ANARCHY STUDIOS

VAMPI VICIOUS  #1-3 SIGNED AND NUMBERED PLATINUM SET
by Lau, McKeever, & Dogan
The first three issues of the hot Vampi Vicious series signed by creator and artist, Kevin Lau. This limited set includes the rare Vampi Vicious #1 Platinum Edition as a special bonus. Each set comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. Limited to 250 sets.
Set	$29.95

VAMPI #23-25 SIGNED AND NUMBERED SET
by Conway & Lau
All four issues of the final story arc signed and numbered by Kevin Lau. Includes a Certificate of Authenticity. Limited to only 150 sets!
Set	$29.95

ANTARCTIC PRESS

ASSEMBLY #1
by Sherard Jackson  
In a totalitarian future, military service guarantees food and housing. Shon believes enlisting is the only option to solve her financial troubles. But she doesn't comprehend the consequences of her decisions ¾ or the mortality rate in the service!
b&w, 32pg (1 of 4)	$2.99

GOLD DIGGER #47
by Fred Perry
With the help of the Iron Dragon clan, Gina invades the Ardous. To save Brianna, she battles the weakened Dragon Empress, Tiyamat, who is trying to protect the key to Ardous' secrets. But if Gina wins, it could be the second-biggest mistake of her life! 
FC, 32pg	$2.99

LUFTWAFTE 1946 #14
by Ted Nomura & Various
In real history, England fought alone against the Nazis until America entered the war.  In this altered history, England faces a far greater danger when the Nazis introduce their V-3 and V-4 weapons as a prelude to attacking America! Plus more works by Spain's Miranda/Mercado team and Belgian talent Marcel Magnette.
b&w, 48pg	$5.95

MANGAZINE #49
by Various
Ninja High School, Families of Altered Wars, Gold Digger, and Warrior Nun Areala, together in one title every month! It's Mangazine, the biggest package of anime- and manga-inspired comedy, action, and adventure in America!
SC, 7x10, 150+pg, PC	$9.99

NEOTOPIA VOLUME 2 #5
by Rod Espinosa.
Winning the trust of the Elves at Shielliniath is paramount to the survival of Princess Nalyn and her crew. For the first time, the remnants of the Mathenian royal navy fight against the might of General Kaizler's armada. But what can one ship do against many?
FC, 32pg (5 of 6)	$2.99

NINJA HIGH SCHOOL POCKET MANGA VOLUME 1 TP
by Ben Dunn
Jeremy Feeple's an average high schooler in Quagmire, a not-so-average small town. Then two lovely ladies enter his life. Both are intent on marrying him for their own benefit. Can Jeremy survive their affections long enough to take that exam on Friday?
SC, 128pg, b&w	$9.99

NINJA HIGH SCHOOL #111
by Katie Bair
Tetsuo has returned with a fiendish plot to ruin Yumei's life: Monday, unleash a cyborg. Tuesday, wet all her toilet paper. Wednesday, embarrass her. Thursday, ruin her friendships. And on Friday... he will wear a hat. Is there any way Yumei can survive? 
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

ALL-NEW NINJA HIGH SCHOOL EMBROIDERED CAP-NEW PRODUCTION RUN
Shield your steamology-studyin' noggin from the sun in P.E. class with this stylin', snazzy NHS embroidered cap! A perfect accent to any casual school outfit! 
Cap	$19.99

ALL-NEW NINJA HIGH SCHOOL T-SHIRT
Walk down the halls proudly in your 2003 NHS T-shirt! Whether you're a straight-A brain or not, you'll show 'em who's head of the class in fashion sense. 
L-XL	$17.99
XXL	$18.99

POSEFILE MONTHLY #4
Now you can get hundreds of pictures every month of dynamic poses, stylin' costumes, and killer props, shot from more angles than you can handle!  See exactly what you need for the perfect perspective to perfect your skills!
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

REHD #2
by Sam Lotfi
Caleb Gray's suburban security is shattered as he is abducted. Dragged through the dangerous realms of the Khardenth and Syntheon worlds of high society and super-sorcery, Caleb's denial of the exposed truth drives him to a mad frenzy!
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

WARRIOR NUN AREALA #22
by Craig Babiar
A frantic Areala desperately attempts to track down Father Crowe, whose life is threatened by the black voodoo of the evil Straw Jack. But a final confrontation to defeat Straw Jack and save Father Crowe will force Areala to make the ultimate sacrifice!
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

ANTIMATTER/HOFFMAN INTERNATIONAL

MIKE HOFFMAN'S MONSTERS AND MAIDENS #2
by Mike Hoffman
Hoffman pulls all the stops out of his bag of tricks for this artistic odyssey through his wild imagination. Wooly monsters threaten gorgeous damsels in exotic locales throughout the Universe! Tons of unseen artworks by a master of pencil, pen, and brush.
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S LOST WORLDS OF FANTASY AND SCI-FI #7
by Mike Hoffman
The adventures never cease as we trek through the vast space-time continuum in search of new frontiers to conquer. Grab your ticket for this roller-coaster ride into the unknown! 
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

OCTAVIA #2
by Mike Hoffman
Mad scientist Octavia returns in her second hot issue! Her perfect body corrupted by the poisonous Claw of the Inquisitor, Octavia tumbles through a nightmare world where the real and imaginary meld into one. Will she prevail over the demons of her mind? 
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

WILD WORLD OF GUS FINKLESTIEN #3
by Gus Finklestein
Fan response to Fink's first-ever comic has been phenomenal! All the reasons are here: Fredd Kupp's battle with the dark forces continues, and meet a multitude of new creations like Bonex, Grease Man, Sic Mon Fred, a girl named "Ashes," plus a weirdo werewolf! 
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S WHITE WITCH PRINT
by Mike Hoffman
The White Witch and her pet burst forth from a dream-like nether world of greenish clouds and two nightmare moons! Hoffman's highly erotic and masterful oil rendering is available as a top-quality art print on heavy, glossy cardstock. High quality 11" x 14" print with collector's envelope!
MATURE COLLECTORS
Print	MSRP: $15.95

APC

ASSASSIN SCHOOL #5
by Phil Littler, Edu Francisco, & Lynx Studios
This sell-out series continues with the stunning manga-esque art from Edu Franciso (Legacy/Victory) and script by Phil Littler. 
FC, 32pg (5 of 6)	$3.50

DARKHAM VALE #5
by Jack Lawrence
Halka continues to recount the history of Darkham and the War against the  Corruptor while the hidden forces in town, both good and bad, start to feel the first rumblings of the gathering storm. 
FC, 32pg (5 of 10)	$3.50

DIGITAL GRAFFITI #1
by Gez Fry & Alex Frith
Introducing the talents of Gez Fry and Alex Frith. Welcome to London a few centuries from now! This digitally painted four-issue mini-series from two Brit newcomers will have you on the edge of your seat! 
FC, 32pg (1 of 4)	$3.50

MONSTER CLUB #12
by Richard Emms & Theo Bain
Well it had to happen! This is an all-guns-blazing issue ¾ with two Monster Club stories. 40-page anniversary special ¾ and the same price!
FC, 32pg	$3.50

NEUTRAL WORLD #1
by Ruy Jose, Joe Bennett, & Lynx Studios
Comic legend, Joe Bennett (Hulk, Spider-Man, The Crew) teams up with writer Ruy Jose to bring you this sci-fi/fantasy comic that has it all! Out of this world art and high production values! 
FC, 32pg 	$3.50

SLAUGHTER #1
by Phil Littler, Richard Emms, & Aluisio De Souza
Ever wondered what it's like to live in Prussia 200 years ago and where there are werewolves and other such creatures roaming around your town? Slaughter introduces the stunning art talents of Aluisio De Souza. 
FC, 32pg (1 of 3)	$3.50

MONSTER CLUB VOLUME 2 TP
by Richard Emms & Theo Bain
Collects the first works of up and coming artist, Theo Bain with added material from the series. The collected edition reprints issues #7-11. 
SC, 140pg, FC	$19.95

ARCHAIA STUDIOS PRESS

ARTESIA AFIRE #5
by Mark Smylie
"The Retreat": The Thessid army has crossed the river behind the armies defending the Middle Kingdoms and threatens to envelop them.  The High King must retreat to Abenton and secure its ports, and Artesia and her captains find themselves commanding the rearguard, faced with a wave of Thessid attacks in a grueling march. But even if the rearguard can achieve the gates of the city, will the boats to safety still be there?
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (5 of 6)	$3.95

ARCHANGEL STUDIOS

TALES OF THE RED STAR #1
by Geoff Johns, Jet Henderson, Snakebite, & Paul Schrier
Industry all-star Geoff Johns writes the first issue of this new title. Features the best artists and writers in the business creating unique, character-driven stories within the Red Star universe. Continuing one of the most innovative and successful independent titles of the decade. Pencilled by rising star Jet Henderson (Birds of Prey).
FC, 32pg	$2.99

ARCHIE COMICS

ARCHIE AMERICANA SERIES: BEST OF THE 50S VOLUME 2
by Various
Serving up a second helping of 1950s fun and frolics! Whether getting tangled up in the eternal love triangle or incurring the wrath of Mr. Weatherbee, Mr. Lodge, and even his father, Archie and his friends scaled new heights of hilarity in the fabulous fifties! Put on your poodle skirt, slick back your hair, and don't forget to read this fabulous collection of comedy classics before heading out to the sock hop!  
SC, 96pg, FC	$10.95

ARCHIE #543
by Greg Crosby & Stan Goldberg
"The Night Before Christmas": 'Twas the night before Christmas and throughout Riverdale, Archie and his friends find themselves in a yuletide tale. If holiday cheer is what you need, this festive story is the perfect read!  
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE & FRIENDS #78
by George Gladir & Rex Lindsey
"To Chill or Not to Chill": Archie and his friends decide to go on a treasure hunt. As they split into teams, they imagine what they'll do with the prize money, but first they'll need to decipher the clues! Inspired by an annual contest held by the St. Paul Pioneer Press in Minnesota. 
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE DAY BY DAY VOLUME 1 TP
by Craig Boldman & Henry Scarpelli
Archie and his pals have been comics' most celebrated teenage humor characters for over 60 years. Now for the first time, selections from Archie's worldwide syndicated newspaper strip are collected in this special volume. This black and white edition includes uproarious, daily strips from the mid-1990s. Foreword by Mike Newcomb, President of Creator's Syndicate.
SC, 96pg, b&w	$10.95

ARCHIE DIGEST #203
by Stan Goldberg, Henry Scarpelli, Jon D'Agostino & Various
The adventures of America's favorite teen continue with new stories and classic tales.
Digest, FC	$2.39

ARCHIE'S DOUBLE-DIGEST #148
by Various
What's better than a digest full of those teen dream queens Betty & Veronica? A double-digest full of them!
Digest, FC	$3.59

ARCHIE MYSTERIES #32
Paul Castiglia, Barbara Jarvie & Fernando Ruiz
"A Cheating Shame": When several students turn in the exact same term paper, the T.S.I. team is enlisted to uncover the source of the cheating. Will our favorite investigators "make the grade?"  The answer is anything but "elementary!"  
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY #133
by George Gladir & Stan Goldberg
"Shopper Comes a Cropper": Betty's keen ear is her own worst enemy when she keeps overhearing Archie change his mind about what he wants for Christmas!  Too bad there aren't any "frequent exchanger" discounts! 
FC,32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA #195
by Barbara Slate & Jeff Shultz
"The Snow Must Go On": The gang decide to go sledding instead of helping Betty make a snowman, so she makes a whole field full of snowman to keep her company!  
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA DOUBLE DIGEST #120
by Various
Bright and brassy, bold and beautiful, blonde and brunette - teen dream queens Betty & Veronica romp through this collection of new stories and classic tales! 
Digest, FC	$3.59

JUGHEAD #155
by Craig Boldman & Rex Lindsey
"Breaking Up is Hard to Do": Jughead can't decide whether to break up and scarf down a giant candy bar, or frame it and admire it's sugar-filled beauty! "Dollars and No Sense": Why Archie is broke all the time: he lends all his money to Jughead! "Gram Slam": Jughead decides to resurrect the telegram industry, which comes in handy when Archie realizes he missed his date with Veronica the night before! Plus, "Santa Dog": Surveying the oodles of goodies Jughead has given him, Hot Dog decides to share the wealth and give them as Christmas gifts to all the neighborhood dogs!  
FC, 32pg	$2.19

LAUGH DIGEST #189
by Various
The timeless high school hijinx of the entire Riverdale gang are highlighted in this hilarious collection of new stories and classic tales! 
Digest, FC	$2.39

MIGHTY CRUSADERS VOLUME 1: ORIGIN OF A SUPER TEAM TP
The first entry in the Red Circle reprint series! It's a pop-art explosion as some of the wildest heroes in the history of comic books unite to form one of the most beloved super-teams of the sixties: The Shield! The Black Hood! The Comet! The Fly! Fly Girl! Relive the excitement as this intrepid team of heroes meet, fight super-villains as well as each other, come up with a name for their team and even recruit new members! It's all here in this colorful collection reprinting classic stories from originally appearing in Fly-Man #31-33 as well as Mighty Crusaders #1. These titanic 1965 tales are courtesy of such comic book legends as writer (and Superman co-creator) Jerry Siegal and artist Paul Reinman (Spider-Man).  Features a cover by fan-favorite Joe Staton, painstaking restoration of all stories and faithful recoloring. Foreword by movie producer Michael Uslan and Robert Klein.
SC, 96pg, FC	$12.95

SABRINA THE TEENAGE WITCH #52
by Abby Denson & Holly Golightly
There's magic in the air as everyone's favorite bewitching teen casts her spell in all-new stories.  
FC, 32pg	$2.19

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #130
by Bollers, Butler, Higgins, Amash & Axer 
"Home-The Blue Blur Returns" Part 1: Sonic is back from his adventure in outer space just in time, as the Kingdom of Acorn and the Empire of Robotnik are about to collide head-on in their struggle to control Mobius! How will everybody react to Sonic's "return from the dead?" How will Sonic react to all the changes that occurred in his absence? 
FC, 32pg	$2.19

VERONICA #147
by Dan Parent
When Veronica's parents get bit by the fitness bug, Veronica gets tuckered out just watching them! Hoping to get their daughter with the program, they get her a personal trainer, but there's no better incentive for getting in shape than chasing Archie!  
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARIEL PRESS

RAVEN #6
by Danks, Gibson, & Forster
Sapphire: Eve McCullen's assignment to the case proves surprisingly useful as her surveillance op turns up some key information. Griffin: The two detectives are closing in on their suspect, but what do you do if he does a runner? Mad Girl: Lee Steiner finds herself adrift in a fictional universe.
b&w	$1.95

SAPPHIRE TP
by Vince Danks
In the years following the end of the Cold War, the intelligence community has found a far greater threat than games born out of opposing ideology. In an attempt to understand and counter a dark menace, a new era of global co-operation is born and Operation Crystal is instated. For John Stedd and his team, the dark forces of the paranormal are all in a day's work. However, when the dead body of an S.I.S operative is found in a church, a chilling fact becomes apparent. When you're not sure who the enemies are, how do you fight them?
SC, b&w	$14.99

ATTABOY

ATTABOY 2004 CALENDAR
More than a calendar! Real and made up holidays, fill in the blanks, 52 weekends, and customized squares accent this full on collection of sinister and cute Attaboy style! Includes an Attaboy sticker!
Calendar	$12.95

AVATAR PRESS

WARREN ELLIS'S STRANGE KILLINGS: BODY ORCHARD TP
by Warren Ellis & Mike Wolfer
Warren Ellis and Mike Wolfer return for more Strange Killings! Before his disgrace and removal to solo deniable duties, Sergeant Major William Gravel was part of SAS team Alpha One Four. He hasn't seen his teammates since his fall. He knows only that they're still in the job, doing the things he used to do. Which doesn't remotely explain why, while he's moonlighting in New York, the Alpha One Four team should be seen blowing away a newly elected mayor a military man himself ¾ and then vanishing into thin air. This series digs deep into William Gravel's magic past and begs an answer to one of the greatest combat magician secrets, what is the Body Orchard? This is the fourth volume in Ellis' series of Strange TP's (Strange Kiss, Stranger Kisses, Strange Killings).
MATURE READERS
SC, 144pg, b&w	$16.95

WARREN ELLIS'S BAD SIGNAL VOLUME 2 GN
by Warren Ellis & Jacen Burrows
Continuing the series, this graphic novel features the latest Bad Signal columns profusely illustrated with dozens of stunning new illustrations by celebrated artist Jacen Burrows. Warren Ellis's e-mail column shows that he is a modern master of the short form essay as his biting wit makes even the most esoteric of topics must reads. Ellis describes the work as "Bad Signal is me on the move, emptying my head of thoughts and shoving them into a handheld computer with a wireless modem plugged into it, so that I can instantly bug four thousand people with useless email from public toilets all over the world."
MATURE READERS
SC, 64pg, b&w	$6.95

JOE R. LANSDALE'S THE DRIVE-IN #2
by Joe Lansdale & Andres Guinaldo
When a group of friends decide to spend a day at the world's largest Drive-In theater horror fest, they expected to see tons of bloody murders, rampaging madmen, and mayhem ¾ but only on the screen. After being captured at the Drive-In, the trapped crowds now totally loose control of themselves and turn into rabid madmen. But more mysterious forces are in play as the evil Popcorn King is unleashed on the masses! Don't miss this insane second issue of Lansdale's masterpiece.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR.-b&w, 32pg (2 of 4)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND CVR.-b&w, 32pg (2 of 4)	$3.95

ALAN MOORE'S YUGGOTH CULTURES #3
by Alan Moore, Jacen Burrows, Mike Wolfer, & Bryan Talbot
The magical mind of Alan Moore is unleashed in this new monthly series, which weighs in at a super-sized 40 pages per issue! Yuggoth Cultures and Other Growths features tons of Alan's classic short sequential comic book stories that have been long out of print, stories that have never before been seen, and special developmental sections! This final issue features a piece that is vital to any fan's Alan Moore collection, "I Keep Coming Back," with art by Oscar Zarate. This powerful story set in Whitechapel is a Coda to the masterpiece From Hell! This issue also has a short adapted by Antony Johnston and illustrated by Marat Mychaels, and a story by Hunt Emerson. Of course, all the material is written by Moore! To top it off this issue has an extensive interview with Moore as he discusses Yuggoth Cultures, the stories inside, and some of the amazing tales the lead to their creation. Fans of Alan Moore rejoice, many prayers are finally answered in this career-spanning series from the finest wordsmith in the industry!
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR.-b&w, 40pg (3 of 3)	$3.95
WRAPAROUND CVR.-b&w, 40pg (3 of 3)	$3.95

MAGICAL MYSTERY MOORE #1 SIGNED EDITION
by Alan Moore & Juan Jose Ryp
An ultra-rare Alan Moore collectable from overseas! This special Spanish edition of Magic Words Volume 1 features both English and Spanish language material and has some photos and material that did not run in the U.S. Edition. This special edition is signed by superstar Juan Jose Ryp and is limited to just 300 copies. Comes bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$9.95

ENNIS & MCCREA'S DICKS X-MAS SPECIAL #1
by Garth Ennis & John McCrea
Season's Greetings from those sick perverts, Garth and John! Everything that is holy about the wondrous season get skewered right here, as only those demented bollackses from Belfast could whip up. It just wouldn't be Christmas without Dougie and Ivor messing things up somehow. The AntiChrist, small holy children being killed in unique ways, Hitler, Satan, and horny dogs ¾ all right here. Plus you don't want to miss the spectacular return of the original whore with a heart of gold, Trio! So if you want to burn in the pits of Hell along with the rest of us laughing sinners, don't miss this X-Mas extravaganza! Also available with a spectacularly offensive cover. Honestly, it is just wrong and it shouldn't have been drawn, but if you have to see what Satan does for the holidays, now you can get it! NOTE: See Preview Adult for the offensive cover edition. 
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR. b&w, 32pg	$3.50
OFFENSEIVE CVR.-b&w, 32pg	$3.95

Pulsar Press

FRANK MILLER'S ROBOCOP #5
by Frank Miller & Steven Grant, & Juan Jose Ryp
The Robo-action continues with more pure-Frank Miller insanity! The action kicks into high gear as Officer Lewis is hunted by a psychotic madman while OCP's replacement cops rampage through the city. Robocop himself might not be any help as he has to face the fury of the next generation Robocop, one who's weapons are far superior! This series continues to take the original Frank Miller Robocop story and faithfully adapt it into comics form by Steven Grant in order to capture every bit of the frenzied flavor that Miller wants with lusciously detailed artwork by Juan Jose Ryp.
MATURE READERS
MILLER CVR.-FC, 32pg (5 of 9)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND/RYP CVR.-FC, 32pg (5 of 9)	$3.50

DEMONSLAYER: LORDS OF NIGHT #1/2 FIRE AND ICE EDITIONS
by Marat Mychaels
By popular demand, here is the next two-cover set in the Demonslayer Fire and Ice series, both by creator Marat Mychaels! Demonslayer returns and this time she is up against the original Lord of the Night! Marat Mychaels brings back the magic with this thrilling new series that pits the Demonslayer against the vampire hordes of Dracula himself! These special editions are limited to just 750 copies each. 
MATURE READERS
FIRE ED. b&w, 32pg	$5.95
ICE ED. b&w, 32pg	$5.95

GOON #3 SKETCHED EDITION
by Eric Powell
Here is your change to get the rarest issue of Goon ever, packaged with an original sketch from creator Eric Powell! Limited to just 125 copies, all ship bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$19.95

HELLINA: SEDUCTION #1/2 STATUESQUE EDITION
by Doug Miers & Javier Aranda; cover by Juan Jose Ryp
Juan Jose Ryp delivers another masterpiece on the exclusive new cover! Hellina is back and the balance of heaven and hell will never be the same! Her unknowing alter-ego Sandra Lords has her college life falling apart as Hellina keeps taking over her body and supernatural foes just won't leave her alone. This special edition is limited to just 750 copies.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 16pg	$5.95

SHI: SEMPO #1/2 PRISM FOIL EDITION
by Billy Tucci & Rafa Lopez 
Shi is back with an all-new series that takes place during WWII that pits her against the Nazis as well as the Russians! This limited Prism foil edition ships bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity. This special edition is limited to just 300 copies. 
b&w, 32pg 	$12.95

THRESHOLD #51 PANDORA WESTERN EDITION
by Jeremy Rock, Gabriel Rearte, & Juan Jose Ryp
Rising star Gabriel Rearte provides this sultry Western Pandora cover. Threshold continues delivering the goods with the exciting second chapter of Lookers by writer Doug Miers and new artist Jeremy Rock as the sisters find themselves in some zombie trouble! Gabriel Rearte serves up his final chapter of the western Pandora epic in this issue. Juan Jose Ryp offers a few more delicious tales of Monique and Denisse, his wordless sensual sequential stories. This special edition is limited to just 500 copies. (CAUT: 4)
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$5.95

BASEMENT COMICS/AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT

CAVEMWOMAN: THE MOVIE ONE-SHOT
by Paul Renaud & Rich DeDominicis 
Meet Carrie Reynolds, a concept artist on the movie fighting hard to keep her sanity and work ethic. Will Cavewoman be the next blockbuster of this year? In a world where greedy producers are always finding new ways to mess things up trying to make a little more money, Carrie must battle the higher-ups in order to do things right. A fantastic new twist to a Cavewoman book, watch these people try to make Cavewoman a reality!
b&w, 24pg	$3.25

CAVEWOMAN MERIEM'S GALLERY #3 SPECIAL EDITION
by Devon Massey
Devon's sexy pinup series gets a new cover for this special edition! Once again this series pushes the envelope with a stunning selection of pinup images created just for this book! Page after page of Devon's best! Limited to only 750 copies worldwide, each issue is accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity and is bagged and boarded for protection.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	MSRP: $8.95

HEAVY METAL LIVE VOLUME 2: PHOTO OF JULIE STRAIN SC
This full-color squarebound book is again full of sensual women in a variety of exotic poses and settings all under the artistic direction of internationally known model and actress Julie Strain! Julie has brought together many popular models in the industry today, not to mention a few Playboy Playmates as well! And to top it off - every issue still features a good dose of Julie Strain images, many never seen anywhere before! NOTE: See Previews Adult for the nude edition. 
MATURE READERS
REG. FC, 32pg	$8.95
NUDE FC, 32pg	$8.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S MONSTERS AND MAIDENS #1 SPECIAL EDITION
by Mike Hoffman
A great new cover graces this special book! Focusing on Mike's prodigiously myriad pencil works, this issue has a ton of art published here for the first time! Warning: the maidens definitely outnumber the monsters 2-to-1! Limited to only 400 copies worldwide, each issue is accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity and is bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 24pg	MSRP: $8.95

MADAME TARANTULA'S TIJUANA BIBLE #1 SPECIAL EDITION
Hoffman's newest book provides a rare peek at original character sketches, designs of the Madame Tarantula series with robots, weird mutant lifeforms and giant Gila Monsters to name a few! This new special edition is limited to only 450 copies worldwide and each issue is accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity and is bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 24pg	MSRP: $8.95

BECKETT ENTERTAINMENT

RUULE: GANGLORDS OF CHINATOWN #1
by Brandon, Hawthorne, Remeder, & Brusco; cover by David Mack
Chinatown has become a city without hope ruled by vicious ganglords. Out of this darkness, a young man receives a strange visitor who offers him the key to saving his city. But first he must learn to have faith in something that his people had abandoned long ago.
FC, 48pg	$5.95

TERMINATOR 3: FRAGMENTED #5
by Gunter, Dwyer, Mounts; cover by Jeff Amano
A Terminator comes online to find himself in the aftermath of a gunfight. Dead bodies litter the ground. What is his mission? His CPU holds the answers, but is badly damaged. All her has to go on is one name: John Connor. But is he supposed to protect or kill him? NOTE: Not available in Japan.
MATURE READERS
FC, 48pg	$5.95

BREAKDOWN

SACRED CIRCLES #1
by Brandon Mitchell, Jean Francis Beaulieu, & Nick Bradshaw
A group of kids must save their parents from an ancient evil force that has been unleashed in our time. With the help of their estranged grandfather and the sacred animal spirits, they must use the old teachings of the First Nations's people to stop the evil.
FC, 24pg	$3.75

BLACK LIBRARY

WARHAMMER MONTHLY #74 & #75
Darkblade raises an army with his eyes set firmly on Ulthuan! The stranded crew of Imperius Dictatio unleashes hell on a hostile feral planet in Titan! The Deathwatch are locked and loaded as the tyranid swarms advance in Tyranid Directive. Plus the usual mix of cool features and high-octane strips.
b&w, 40pg	$3.50Ea.

KAL JERICO III: ABOVE AND BEYOND GN
Kal Jerico, the smoothest bounty hunter in the galaxy, comes face to face with his long-lost relatives. From huge lumbering space hulks, to the ancient, deadly necrons, he must rely on his quick skills and sharp wit to blast his way out of trouble. 
SC, 96pg, b&w	$10.99

WARHAMMER IMPERIAL INFANTRYMAN'S UPLIFTING PRIMER HC
This pocket book is the Emperor's holy tome, which is given to each Imperial Guardsman on the day of their regiment's founding. Contains everything a soldier needs to know in order to do his duty: tactics, prayers, procedures, equipment diagrams, service record, and more!
HC, 96pg, b&w	$15.00

THE ART OF ADRIAN SMITH ART BOOK
This lavish, full-color art book collects the amazing work of an artist who has helped define and shape the dark worlds of Warhammer. Includes Adrian's awesome color work for Sabertooth's War Cry collectable card game and a stunning updated color version of the classic "Horus Heresy" picture!
SC, FC	$29.99

BLUE LINE PRODUCTION

PARTS UNKNOWN VOLUME 1 TP NEW PRINTING
by Beau Smith & Brad Gorby, cover by Pat Quinn & Danny Miki
The long out-of-print mini-series that started it all is collected at last! Beau Smith and Brad Gorby bring you more action, mayhem and weirdness than a dozen B-movies could handle! 
SC, 110pg, b&w	$15.95

HOW TO BREAK-IN TO THE COMIC BOOK BUSINESS! #6
Break-In is the source book for the information you need to become a comics pro! Learn how to market your talent and make your dream come true!
b&w, 32pg	$5.95

LITTLE WHITE MOUSE: OPEN SPACE #1-4 SET 
The set includes first printing of all four issues of LWM: Open Space. And as a bonus series creator Paul Sizer has signed a random copy to be included into each set. 
Set	$10.95

BONGO COMICS 

HEROES ANONYMOUS #3
by Gimple, Morrison, & Pepoy
Melody has some secrets from her fiancé. She has a silly crush on the Barista that makes her morning latte. She writes popular science fiction erotica under an assumed name. And, oh yeah, she's the heir to the mantle of a superheroinehood of unimaginable power. Meet The Maiden: strong, beautiful, and hopelessly conflicted! 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (3 of 6)	$2.99

RADIOACTIVE MAN: THE MOVIE ADAPTATION
by Lash & Morrison
Starring Rainier Wolfcastle as Radioactive Man and introducing Milhouse Van Houten as his trusted sidekick Fallout Boy, this faithful four color rendition of the Nuclear Knight's tragically heroic origin and his fight for fairly-conservative values will have every man, woman, and child in America looking to the skies and exclaiming those famous words, "Up and Atom!"
FC, 32pg	$2.99

SIMPSONS COMICS #88
by Simone & Costanza
The Simpsons head for Scotland with Groundskeeper Willie in tow, but it is not a happy homecoming. It's a tale of brothers locked in a lifelong feud, the long lost lassie they loved, and a legendary groundskeeping tournament that will settle each other's haggis once and for all! 
FC, 32pg (Note Price) 	$2.99

BON-VUE ENTERTAINMENT

BAD PUSSY #1
by Coondog
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, b&w, 	$9.95

BRAIN SCAN STUDIOS

TOUCH OF DEATH #2
by Brian Kristen & Ray Dillon; cover by Andrew Robinson
Wesley completes his tragic tale of an ancient Hawaiian tribe and reveals to Michael the origin of Keli's mysterious power, the details of her enigmatic captors and the location of the secret mountain hideaway that he and Michael must infiltrate to rescue her.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.50

BRASS BALL COMICS

BUBBA THE REDNECK WEREWOLF #3
by Hyman, Graham, Murray, Hebbe, & Austin
Bubba's origin! See Bubba in his human form! See how this all got started! New characters introduced! See the French attack!
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

BROADSWORD COMICS

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #23
by Jim Balent
"Ghouls Gone Wild": After receiving an unexpected check from the IRS, Jon takes Tarot and her Family from cold Salem to sunny Hawaii. There, with ring in hand, he plans to pop the big question to Tarot! But what Jon thought was a protective paradise, soon turns into an Island of Terror! Also available as a deluxe postcard edition that includes a full-color, 6"x 8.5" postcard of Boo Cat and Licky D. that reads, "Aloha from Hawaii, witch you were here! Luv Licky D & Boo Cat, Ghouls Gone Wild." Postcard features black-and-white art on the back, signed by artist, and limited to 500.
MATURE READERS
REG. ED. FC, 32pg	$2.95
POSTCARD ED. FC, 32pg	$19.99

BROCCOLI INTERNATIONAL

DI GI CHARAT THEATER VOLUMES 1 & 2 TP
What happens when an alien hybrid cat-eared girl with aspirations of becoming the next idol super star lands on earth? First, she discovers that she needs money. And in order to pay for their high living expenses, Di Gi Charat (a.k.a. Dejiko) and her pal Puchiko must find jobs. Fortunately for them, an anime retail chain called "Gamers" has openings! But when the Black Gema Gema Gang, which has been trying to conquer planet Di Gi Charat for years for its resources, learns that Princess Di Gi Charat went to Earth, they follow to kidnap her for ransom. However, their plans tend to backfire, and the goal of a prosperous planet is far away. Each volume includes 10 original stories, including character designer Koge Donbo! Complete with character profiles, translation notes, and comments by the artists. 
VOL. 1 SC, 5x7, b&w	$9.99
VOL. 2 SC, 5x7, b&w	$9.99

BROKEN HALOS

THE ART OF TIM VIGIL DARK UTOPIA #7 MONA LISA EDITION
by Tim Vigil & Darrell C.L. Donald
Commemorating the first appearance of Mona Lisa! This installment weighs in at 50% larger than previous editions and features an original Mona Lisa short story fully illustrated and inked by Tim! And, never before seen work and selections of his favorites ¾ past, present, and future. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$9.95

BUD PLANT

JEFF JONES PRINT
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
ADULT MATERIAL
Print, 16x22, FC	SRP: $12.00

CARTOON STUDIOS

MONEY HONEYS #1
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMAITON. 
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w (w/CD)	$29.99

CHANTING MONKS

AGONY IN BLACK VOLUME 2 #1
The illustrated magazine anthology of horror is back. This issue is the special Deviants issue, featuring stories by Wayne Allen Sallee, Robert Errera, Joe Monks, and several others. Illustrated by Brian Baugh, James Helkowski, Randy Zimmerman, Frank Forte, and more of your favorite gorehounds. 
MATURE READERS
Magazine, 48pg	$3.95

GARDENS OF THE DEAD PORTFOLIO
Legendary illustrator Bernie Wrightson teams up with writer Joe Monks (on a unique portfolio that combines five original, fully rendered black and white zombie illustrations with an interwoven story printed on the reverse of each plate. 11 x14 suitable and for matting and framing, in an illustrated envelope. 
Portfolio	$20.00

FRANKENSTEIN BUTTON & MAGNET SETS
Bernie Wrightson's Frankenstein was a landmark in illustration, taking Mary Shelly's monster and bringing him to life like never before. Now, some of the most famous and striking pieces rise again on this collector's set of six buttons. Fully rendered in stark black and white, the buttons capture the full impact of Dr. Frankenstein's doomed experiment. Buttons measure 2-1/4". Also available is the magnet set, also measuring 2-1/4".
BUTTON¾Set	$10.00
MAGNET¾Set	$15.00

BERNIE WRIGHTSON WEREWOLVES OF WRIGHTSON BUTTON & MAGNET SETS 
Werewolves made Creatures Featured III in the Bernie Wrightson sketchbook series an instant success. Wrightson also crafted two original pieces for the Chesley Award nominated book: Stuff Out'a My Head. This six-button collector's set features werewolves, zombies, and other creatures. Original illustrations on 2-1/4" buttons. Also available as a magnet set, also measuring 2-1/4".
BUTTON Set	$10.00
MAGNET Set	$15.00

CHAOS SOCIETY

PATH OF THE DAMNED VOLUME 1 GN
by Guillermo Ortiz & Mariano Krasmanski
Based on the world of Glorantha, from the fantasy role-playing game RuneQuest. A group of adventurers are hired to find a hidden cave on the Kero Fin mountain ¾ birthplace to the storm god Orlanth. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x12, 50pg, FC	$19.99

CHECKER BOOK PUBLISHING

DICK TRACY: THE COLLINS CASEFILES TP
by Max Allan Collins, Rick Fletcher, & Dick Locher
Collects Max Allan Collins's masterful, yet controversial 15-year run and includes the stories "Angel Top's Last Stand," "Return of Haf-and-Haf," and "Big Boy's Revenge."
SC, 7x10, 162pg, b&w 	$17.95

SUPREME: JUDGEMENT DAY TP
Alan Moore (Superme: Story of the Year) gives readers more treatment of the awesome universe of characters. Featuring artwork by Rob Liefield and comics legend Gil Kane.
SC, 7x10, 162pg, FC 	16.95

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED JR. PUBLICATIONS

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED JR. #540: TINDER BOX
An enchanting story of a young soldier who meets a witch who sends him on an errand. Through the use of a magic tinder box, three dogs and a princess, the young prince finds happiness. Includes "The Lioness and her Family," "Hickety Pickety," "The Kinkajou," and a color-me page.
FC, 32pg	$3.99

CLAYPOOL COMICS

ELVIRA #127
by Strom, R. Sutton, & Anderson
Dracula's daughter Vladia wants to get married at Elvira's Vegas stage show, but what about the local madman who's kidnapping vampires, in "With this Ring ... I Thee Bled!" by Strom, Smith, and Lachance. Also, Elvira's pal Shaboo the Elephant Boy returns in "The Jungle Line!" by Kurt Busiek and Richard Howell.
b&w, 32pg	$2.50

SOULSEARCHERS #63
by Peter David, John Heebink, & Al Milgrom; cover by Conner & Leialoha
To save the Weasel Band, newlyweds Bridget and Baraka travel to the foggy backstreets of England's spooky Whitechapel district, where Bridget and the mystery villain play a deadly game of "tag," in "A Ripping Good Time!"
b&w, 32pg	$2.50

COLBURN COMICS

SAMURAI GUARD POSTER
The main character of Samurai Guard, Miamoto Shindo, is captured in this full-color poster that will please the senses and beautify any wall. An ideal poster for fans of the Samurai, fantasy and even super-hero genre. 
Poster, FC	$7.95

COMIC LIBRARY INTERNATIONAL

"TOO CUTE TO CENSOR" BABYDOLL T-SHIRT 
by Colleen Coover
There are many ways to show your patriotism, and Nibbil, star of Colleen Coover's independent fan-favorite series Small Favors, does it with zest! "I'm too cute to censor!" she cries while showing the worlds her stars and stripes underwear. Sure to be a hit with the alternative comics crowd and mainstream alike. This full color image comes on a pink tee.
S-L	$20.00

COMIC CAVALCADE

FRANK MILLER'S ROBOCOP #1 GOLD FOIL EDITION
by Frank Miller & Juan Jose Ryp 
At long last, Frank Miller's never before seen full Robocop epic finally sees the light of day! In full-on action, the Robocop story is told as Frank Miller always intended, composed straight from the master's original writings and scripts! The vast majority of Miller's insane ideas, vicious black humor, and robotic mayhem never made it to the screen, but every last bit is finally unleashed in this series! This special gold foil edition is limited to just 750 copies and ships bagged with a Certificate of Authenticity. 
FC, 32pg	$5.95

HELLINA VS PANDORA PREVIEW MYCHAELS COVER EDITION
by Marat Mychaels, Doug Miers, & Rafa Lopez
Don't miss this sexy exclusive Marat Mychaels cover! The battle for all of hell and earth starts right here! Avatar's greatest female warriors get sucked into the biggest conflict ever, one for control of hell itself! This special preview looks behind-the-scenes at the art in the making. The brawl to end it all starts this winter with a full-length mini series, don't miss it! This special edition is limited to just 1,000 copies. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 16pg	$5.95

COMICSONE

CRAYON SHIN-CHAN GN #6
by Yoshito Usui
Airline passangers beware! A five year-old menace famous for indecent exposure is boarding Gate 11. The antics of everyone's favorite toddler-terror continue in Crayon Shinchan!
SC, 6x8, 120pg, b&w	$9.95

LEGENDARY COUPLE GN #6
by Tony Wong 
While continuing his search for his lover and master, Mistress Dragon, Kuo Yung meets the master of the Dog Stick style for a very unusual dinner. Little does he know this strange and erratic figure is directly linked to Kuo's close relatives.
SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC	$13.95

RED PROWLING DEVIL GN #6
by Toshimitzu Shimizu 
Naomi takes to the skies in a brand new Mig-29. She's off to defend her base currently under attack by the White Mace. The haughty Antonio is in for a big surprise when he sees two Red Prowling Devils spitting hot lead down his tail! 
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w	$9.95

SHAOLIN SOCCER GN #2
by Andy Seto
Not only has the Shaolin team won their first match, they have also recruited several former ruffians to join the team. Now with confidence and ample manpower, Sing and the others must face some stiff competition before entering the championships against the Evil Team and their American-made chemical enhancements. But who is the ominous head coach of the Evil Team and what is his connection to the Shaolin Team? 
SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC	$13.95

STORY OF THE TAO #6 GN
by Andy Seto
Datura and Zhu are desperate to keep Saint Monk away from Jan Taiyi. But will they go so far as to consume his flesh to boost their own powers? The race is on in!
SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC	$14.95

CPM MANGA

AQUARIUM VOLUME 1 TP NEW PRINTING
by Tomoko Taniguchi
Naoka's life isn't going so well. She was turned down by the prestigious high school that she wanted to attend and she feels like nothing is going right for her. To try and cheer herself up, she starts going to the aquarium where she finds beauty, serenity...and romance.
SC, 200pg, b&w	$9.99

DARK ANGEL VOLUME 1 TP-NEW PRINTING
by Kia Asamiya 
Dark is a young man destined for great things. He's next in line to be the magical guardian of his country, but before he can assume that responsibility, he'll have to confront demons, angels, friends and his own insecurities.
SC, 200pg, b&w	$9.99

RECORD OF LODOSS WAR: LADY OF PHARIS #1 COLLECTOR'S EDITION
by Ryo Mizuno & Akihiro Yamada 
There was a time when Lodoss Island was pure and the forces of light and darkness were in balance. It only took the greed of one man to change the face of Lodoss forever. Now it's up to the warriors of legend to restore the tenuous balance.
SC, 304pg, b&w	$15.95

ADVENTURE KID VOLUME 4: INPUT DEVICES GN
by Toshio Maeda 
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 208pg, b&w	$16.95

DIGITAL WEBBING

DIGITAL WEBBING PRESENTS #12
by Various; cover by Jason Howard & Hi-Fi; cover by Ryan Bodenheim
Hang out with the heroes at the Hideout Bar & Grill; the Superhero Happy Hour creative team creates a brand-new wonky bar adventure. Find out how entertaining the art of assassination can be, investigate the paranormal in West Virginia, take on the Queen of Thieves, and discover what's fishy with our favorite delusional delivery boy, Ted Noodleman. 
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

DIRTY DANNY LEGAL DEFENSE FUND

LEGAL ACTION COMICS VOLUME 2 TP
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x9, 292pg, b&w	$18.95

DORK STORM PRESS

NODWICK #24
by Aaron Williams
Nodwick and company go on a sea monster hunt! Some horned helmeted people have hired them to stop this plague upon their seafaring, but are the heroes up to the challenge? Do henchmen make good sea serpent bait? Will they need a bigger boat? 
b&w	$2.99

DRAWN & QUARTERLY

THE FIXER HC
by Joe Sacco
Award-winning comics-journalist Joe Sacco goes behind the scene of war correspondents to reveal the anatomy of the big scoop. He returns us to the dying days of Balkan conflict and introduces us to his own fixer; a man looking to squeeze the last bit of profit from Bosnia before the reconstruction begins. Thanks to the fixer, Joe discovers the crimes of opportunistic warlords and gangsters who run the countryside in times of war. Almost ten years later, Joe meets up with his fixer and sees how the new Bosnian government has "dealt" with these criminals.
MATURE READERS
HC, 8x12, 140pg, b&w	$24.95

FAIR WEATHER SC
by Joe Matt
Young Joe Matt is a selfish, whiny child who steals from stores, takes advantage of his friends, threatens to burn his mother's house down, and bullies those weaker than himself. The story centers on a fairground, a sunny summer weekend, a pile of comic books, underground forts, and slurpy cups. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x9, 128pg, b&w	$16.95

DREAMWAVE PRODUCTIONS

DUEL MASTERS # 1
Written by Brian Augustyn
Penciled by Jeremy Tiongson
Colored by Dreamwave Colors
His name is Shobu, ordinary kid and Duel Master tournament champion. Thanks to his mysterious and missing father, Shobu has an unexpected edge in the card games, for he alone can directly access the "Zone," a dimensional realm where mythical and mystical battles are fought between wild beings to the finish. Plenty of would-be masters want to challenge Shobu and even stranger beings want his access to the Zone, but for now the champ stands tough. But a quest for his missing father will open even stranger and deeper mysteries than the boy could have expected. This series is a collaborative creation of Dreamwave, Hasbro, and Wizards of the Coast. It is based on the popular comics, television series, toys, and other merchandise in Japan with an estimated readership of 1.6 million!
FC, 32pg	$2.95	Monthly

DREW STRUZAN: OEUVRE
What do Lucas, Spielberg, Zemeckis all have in common?  The art of Drew Struzan. Drew Struzan is the best-kept secret in Hollywood. Over the last thirty years, his art has touched generations of filmgoers with unforgettable images for Star Wars, Indiana Jones, Harry Potter, and hundreds more. Finally, Drew's posters, paintings from his private collection, book and album covers and more have been collected for the first time into one stunning full color volume.
FC  304pp	$59.95

TRANSFORMERS: THE WAR WITHIN VOL. 2 # 2
Written by Simon Furman
Penciled by Andrew Wildman/Inked by Erik Sander
Colored by Dreamwave Colors
Who or what is... THE FALLEN? And why are certain TRANSFORMERS, among them GRIMLOCK, squarely in his sights? The untold saga of CYBERTRON'S civil war years continues as the spotlight falls on SPRINGER and a certain group of WRECKERS! Plus - RATBAT as you've NEVER seen him before! By the classic, fan-favorite team of Simon Furman and Andrew Wildman!  Cover by Don Figueroa.
FC, 32pg	$2.95	Monthly

MEGA MAN # 3
Written by Brian Augustyn
Art by Mic Fong/Colored by Stuart Ng
At Mega Man's darkest hour, a mysterious, masked ally reveals himself and joins the battle at the Blue Bomber's side. Who is the strange hero, why does he help Mega Man and what does he have to do with the unknown threats against Dr. Light and Mega City? If that isn't bad enough, Mega Man's adjustment to Junior High School goes from bad to cataclysmic when a school dance turns wild and dangerous.
FC, 32pg	$2.95	Monthly

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES # 6
Written by Peter David, Penciled by LeSean, Inked by Erik Sander
Colored by Rob Ruffolo
Has everything the Turtles believed about themselves been a lie? Forget what you knew thought you knew about Leo, Raph, Mike, and Don, as a terrible secret threatens to tear the team apart in the latest issue of the runaway hit series. Hold onto your shuriken, as the TMNT's entire world is turned upside down!
FC, 32pg	$2.95	Monthly

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES TPB
Written by Peter David, Pencils by LeSean
Dust off those nunchuks and start sharpening your katanas, because the boys in green are back in four-color glory! Collecting issues #1-4 of the smash hit comic series, this volume plunges the Turtles back into their dark and mysterious ninja roots. April O'Neil, the Foot Clan, and of course the deadly Shredder all return to mix it up martial-arts style. Contains sketches, covers and more!
SC, 7x10, 104pg, FC	$9.95

TRANSFORMERS/G.I. JOE #4: "WOLVES"
Written by John Ney Rieber
Art by Jae Lee/Colored by June Chung
Desperate times.  Desperate measures. The JOES and the AUTOBOTS face overwhelming DECEPTICON power as they struggle to establish a beach head for the U.S. invasion force - little suspecting that there'll be no reinforcements, thanks to the treacherous ZARTAN.  Unless LADY JAYE can fight her way past the psychotic WILD WEASEL, the sadistic BARONESS...
And the invincible dreadnought known as BRUTICUS. Meanwhile, with COBRA Island's defenses crumbling before the combined strength of the JOES and the AUTOBOTS, COBRA COMMANDER and MEGATRON turn the tide of battle by exploiting the heroes' greatest vulnerability--their sense of honor...and the value of innocent life. But when OPTIMUS PRIME has seen the horrors that the empire of evil inflicts on its victims, only one thing matters to the noble leader of the AUTOBOTS:
Smashing MEGATRON. Characters who defined the concepts of 'hero' and 'villain' for generations redefine them with grit, heart, and adrenaline in this epic 6-issue miniseries.
FC, 32pg	$2.95	Monthly

TRANSFORMERS: MORE THE MEETS THE EYE # 8
Dreamwave's Official Guide to the Transformers
Writer: Adam Patyk
Art by: Various
WHAT is the MATRIX? Find out here! The final issue of this ULTIMATE guide to GENERATION ONE pulls out all the stops, with in-depth info on the TRANSFORMERS and their world. See the origins of COMBINER and PRETENDER technologies, the SECRETS of UNICRON, and a tour of CYBERTRON and its history! It's all here, along with tons more. PLUS: Who is the MYSTERIOUS LURKER tapping into VECTOR SIGMA?  
FC, 64pg	$5.25	Final issue of an 8 issue finite series

TRANSFORMERS: ARMADA # 17
Written by Simon Furman
Penciled by Don Figueroa/Inked by Elaine To
Colored by David Cheung
'Worlds Collide', the cross-generational epic, reaches its world-shattering (literally!) conclusion! As OPTIMUS PRIME faces doomsday on a CYBERTRON not his own, so JETFIRE stands ready on Armada CYBERTRON for one last, desperate attempt to avert the coming of Chaos! Whatever happens... the end is nigh! By the ultra-hot team of Simon Furman and Don Figueroa.
FC, 32pg	$2.95	Monthly

DYNAMIC FORCES

DF WOLVERINE 10-INCH STATUE 
Clay Moore ¾ one of the greatest sculptors of our time, and hot off the limited and sold out Mary Jane Bust ¾ sculpts the most popular and most feral mutant of all time! Influenced by Herb Trimpe's original rendition from Incredible Hulk #181, John Romita's original designs, and John Byrne's classic stance! Get ready, 'cause you've never seen Wolverine in awe-inspiring 3-D like this before! This amazing 1/6th scale (approximately 10" tall) limited edition statue diorama was inspired by Logan's kill spree from the Claremont/Byrne "Hellfire Club" storyline from X-Men #129-134, and depicts a vengeful Wolverine who returns to the scene of their battle to free the captive X-Men and annihilate the Hellfire Club. Strictly limited to 1,500 pieces, this is a collector's dream! Also available as an extremely limited edition "Diamond Eye" version! Each "Diamond Eye" statue comes with a Certificate of Authenticity signed by master sculptor Clayburn Moore and original Hulk artist Herb Trimpe, with a hand-drawn head sketch on each certificate! Limited to only 200! Scheduled to ship in December 2003.
REG. Statue	$199.99
DIAMOND EYE ED. Statue	$395.00

DFE WITCHBLADE: THE DEMON WIZARD WORLD EDITION #1
This DF Exclusive Comic features a Witchblade story by Mark Millar and Jae Lee. This incredible story was concocted by the depraved mind of Mark Millar and drawn by Jae Lee for the first time ever and created exclusively by Dynamic Forces Inc! And best of all, this is the edition that was initially only available at the Wizard World Chicago show, but DF is now bringing them to all of our fans!  
FC	$14.99

DF ENCHANTRESS BUST 
From her first appearance in Journey Into Mystery #103, Amora the Enchantress has been a beautiful thorn in Thor's side! Now, Dynamic Forces presents their first-ever Enchantress 9" Bust, capturing the deadly beauty as she prepares again to lure Thor into a false lover's embrace. Sculpted and paint-mastered by The Kucharec Bros., the Enchantress Bust captures the essence of this stunning Asgardian, and will be the jewel in your collection! Scheduled to ship in December 2003. 
Bust	$89.99

DF BATMAN LOEB-SIGNED #618
Signed by writer Jeph Loeb! The second to last issue of Hush story is signed by the writer! DF brings you the second to last classic! Second issues are usually impossible to get, and the second to last issue should be equally impossible! 
FC	$19.99

DF EARTH X BELASCO MEGA-BUST
Continuing our series of Earth X busts, designed and overseen by Alex Ross himself, Dynamic Forces now unleashes the "devil" himself -- Belasco! Since he first menaced the X-Men and robbed Illyana Rasputin of her innocence and childhood, the dread lord of the Netherworld has been a powerful force of evil in the Marvel Universe! Now, he practices his devilish tricks in the world of Earth X, and for the first time ever, he comes fully to life as an Earth X bust from Dynamic Forces! Designed by Alex Ross, sculpted by Pablo Viggiano and paint-mastered by Viggiano and Rodolfo Laborde, Belasco stands just under 5" in height, atop his uniform Earth X base! Strictly limited to 1,000 production units, Belasco will menace your collection with his devilish deeds for millennia to come! Scheduled to ship in December 2003. 
Bust	$40.00

EARTH X: BLOODSTORM VARIANT BUST
The twisted world of Earth X has yielded the most beautiful Storm bust of all time as Dynamic Forces presents Bloodstorm, now available in a special variant edition! Designed by Alex Ross and sculpted and painted by Gabriel Marquez the Earth X: Bloodstorm Bust measures approximately 6 1/2 high with the base and is seated atop the Earth X base to unify her with our previous Earth X releases. This bust features Alex Ross' version of Storm with her Mohawk haircut and blood red eyes. The detail is simply amazing as every deadly feature from the wrinkles in her brown cloak to her fingertips and sharpened nails and her 3 earrings and those haunted blood red eyes is unparalleled by any other previous Storm bust. The variant features Storm's exposed vampiric mouth, ready to strike! Strictly limited to initial orders this beautiful bust will be adored throughout eternity by those who claim Bloodstorm's seductive and deadly beauty as their own. Limited to only 450 units in the world! 
Bust	$40.00

WOLVERINE #1 & #2 SIGNED SET
Signed by artist Darick Robertson! The first two sold-out issues of Marvel's #1 Mutant menace by the new creative team of writer Greg Rucka and artist Darick Robertson! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
Set (x2)	$39.99

DF TRANSFORMERS VS. G.I. JOE #1 DOUBLE-SHOT SET
This package features both the DF Exclusive cover to Transformers/GI Joe #1 plus one of the Dreamwave variant covers! Both books, plus to truly make this a double shot event, DF is bringing two random limited edition Dreamwave books in each set!
Set (x2)	$10.00

DF TEEN TITANS #1 TURNER ALTERNATE COVER SIGNED EDITION
Signed by writer Geoff Johns! The debut issue of DC's hottest new super-team, featuring guest appearances by Superman, Batman, The Flash, and Jay Garrick! What do teenage super-heroes do on the weekends? They hang with the Teen Titans! The invitations go out to a handful of reluctant teenagers: Superboy, Robin, Impulse, and Wonder Girl. And although each has their own reasons for not wanting to join, their mentors see different... most of them, anyway! Walk into the new Titans Tower with Cyborg and Starfire as they gather together the next generation of Titans in this explosive extra-sized issue! 
FC	$19.99

DF BATMAN LOEB-SIGNED #610
Signed by writer Jeph Loeb! Batman is sabotaged once more while on the trail of Croc in the third part of Hush by writer Jeph Loeb and artist Jim Lee! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker!
FC	$19.99 

DFE WITCHBLADE: DEMON #1 RETAILER BLACK-AND-WHITE SIGNED EDITION
by Mark Millar & Jae Lee
Mark Millar! Jae Lee! Top Cow! Dynamic Forces! Put them all together and they bring you one of the most incredible stories of the year! This DF Exclusive Comic features a Witchblade story by Mark Millar and Jae Lee. This incredible story was concocted by the depraved mind of Mark Millar and drawn by Jae Lee for the first time ever and created exclusively by Dynamic Forces Inc! And DF is bringing you Jae Lee's authenticated signature on this Retail Exclusive B&W Edition of Witchblade: The Demon #1! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker!
FC	$29.99

DF WOLVERINE: THE END SIGNED #1
Signed by writer Paul Jenkins! The writer who brought you the Origin of Wolverine now brings you Wolverine: The End!  And DF was lucky enough to get him to sign a few of these bad boys!  Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC	$19.99

DF MARVELS 10TH ANNIVERSARY HC SIGNED EDITION 
Signed by writer Kurt Busiek! The 10th anniversary of the magical pairing of writer Kurt Busiek and painter Alex Ross is captured in this new edition of the Marvels Hardcover! Featuring nearly every character and moment in the Marvel Universe - ranging from the '40s Marvel characters to one of the most tragic events in Spider-Man's life - the Death of Gwen Stacy! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
HC, 7x10, FC	$100.00

DF CABLE/DEADPOOL SIGNED #1
Signed by writer Fabian Nicieza! The hottest mutants of the '80s, '90s and beyond come together in this brand new #1 from Marvel! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC	$19.99

DF DOC OCK VS. SPIDER-MAN: OUT OF REACH SIGNED #1
Signed by artist Keron Grant! Doc Ock will harass everyone's favorite wall-crawler in the next big screen adventure from Marvel and Sony! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC	$19.99

DF ULTIMATE X-MEN SIGNED #34 
Signed by writer Brian Michael Bendis! The ultra-hot, first print, sold-out issue from Brian Michael Bendis' initial run on the Ultimate X-Men! Issue #34 sold out faster than Cyclops' optic blast picking off a Sentinel, and DF brings you first printings signed by Bendis himself! DF is bringing these to you at the Introductory Price of just $14.99 until November 31st, and then this baby goes back up to $19.99 (if supplies last)! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC	$14.99

JLA: LIBERTY AND JUSTICE SIGNED
Signed by painter Alex Ross! The original members of the classic Justice League are back in an epic story by Emmy Award-winning writer Paul Dini and acclaimed painter Alex Ross! The JLA must confront a threat from space in the form of a deadly bacterium that sets off a chain reaction of worldwide fear and panic. Soon the JLA themselves are under suspicion - are they ultimately responsible for this alien danger? Can the JLA keep the world from tearing itself apart at the seams? Also available signed by writer Paul Dini! 
ROSS SIGNED-FC	$29.99
DINI SIGNED-FC	$29.99

BATMAN: HUSH VOLUME 2 SIGNED HC
Signed by writer Jeph Loeb! The second half of the best-selling Hush storyline is collected in a handsome hardcover! This volume collects Batman #613-619, featuring an epic confrontation between the Dark Knight and the Joker, plus the shocking revelation of the identity of the enigmatic Hush himself!  For more information, see the feature article. 
HC, 7x10, FC	$69.99

CATWOMAN SIGNED #25
Signed by Ed Brubaker with artists Paul Gulacy and Jimmy Palmiotti! New art team Paul Gulacy and Jimmy Palmiotti comes aboard for a storyline that brings Catwoman back to Gotham City! Things in East End have taken a turn for the worse, and a gang war is brewing. You won't believe the deadly Batman for brought in to contain the "feline problem!" 
FC	$69.99

GREEN ARROW: ARCHER'S QUEST SIGNED HC 
Signed and Re-Marked by artists Phil Hester and Ande Parks! A stunning new hardcover collecting Green Arrow #16-21! The Emerald Archer is back from the dead, and with his adopted son Arsenal in tow, he's setting off on an adventure that will test his courage and bring formerly hidden facets of the Green Arrow legend to light. 
FC	$89.99

DF THE UNCANNY X-MEN ANNIVERSARY LITHOGRAPH
by Joe Quesada w/Art Thibert
Dynamic Forces presents one of Joe Quesada's most ambitious drawings as a DF Premiere Lithograph, featuring Quesada's rendition of the Uncanny X-Men, with inks by Art Thibert! Throughout the X-Men's 40-year-career, there have been more than a few well-loved characters! Joe Q. covers four decades of everyone's most favorite mutants in this impressive lithograph! Featuring nearly every major X-Man from the '60s through the '90s, with the centerpiece being Professor X himself! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb. stock, this masterpiece by Quesada will be a treasured addition to your collection! Also available Signed by Marvel Editor-In-Chief Joe Quesada!
REGULAR-Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99
SIGNED-Litho, 18x24, FC	$69.99

DF WOLVERINE UNLEASHED LITHOGRAPH
by Jim Lee
For the first time ever, DF brings you Wolverine - the best there is at what he does - drawn by one of the best artists in comics today, Jim Lee! This cool image features the feral Wolverine just as he has been set loose upon his enemies! Depicted on a mound of skulls, this image shows what happens when you cross paths with Wolverine! Claws unsheathed, this image is just plain awesome! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb. stock! Jim Lee has drawn some of the most popular characters in comics, and this premiere DF lithograph features Jim Lee's take on one of Marvel's favorite mutant superheroes!
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

EXHIBIT A PRESS

MR. NEGATIVITY & OTHER TALES OF SUPERNATURAL LAW TP
by Batton Lash
Collects Supernatural Law #31-36 and Mavis #3. Attorneys Alanna Wolff and Jeff Byrd counsel a fellow with a bad attitude. Other clients include a "born again" demon, the proverbial 800-pound gorilla, horror author Steven Gink, and The Thing Under the Bed. Introduction by Tom DeHaven (author of Dugan Underground).
SC, 7x10, 176pg, FC	$15.95 

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS

Books & Graphic Novels

CATS DON'T EXIST GN
by Jis 
Mexican cartoonists Jis makes his American debut! Deceptively minimalistic, the book collects a handful of comic stories and individual drawings that will nudge the lucky reader gently into a dissonant universe. Includes Cats Don't Exist, which introduces a world where cats replace aliens as the boogeyman of the human psyche.
MATURE READERS
SC, 9x12, 96pg, PC	$12.95

JIMBO IN PURGATORY HC
by Gary Panter
Protean punk hero Jimbo is transformed into the protagonist of a reinterpretation of Dante's Purgatorio. After years of comparing Dante and Boccaccio to find commonalities between the two, Panter developed a narrative of his own that includes literary and pop references regularly injected throughout the captions of the reinterpreted cantos. Features stunning two-color stamping on cloth covers.
HC, 12x17, 40pg, b&w 	$29.95

DECADENCE: 300 YEARS OF JAPANESE FETISH ART HC
by Davis Bromwell 
This is a lush coffee table art book comprising a survey of Ukiyo-e poster art, which was a genre of Japanese wood block prints of the ancient Edo period (1600-1867). Shunga was designed to titillate, depicting a range of traditional themes such as exotic Asian beauties in intimate, pin-up poses and dramatic couplings. This erotic guide serves to bridge the ancient and the modern, providing a glimpse into by-gone pleasures and pleasure districts.
MATURE READERS
HC, 9x11, 96pg, PC 	$24.95

YOUNG GODS AND FRIENDS HC SIGNED EDITION
by Barry Windsor-Smith 
Beautiful full-color hardcover book with signed, tipped-in sheet drawn for this edition. Collects entirely Young Gods stories from the acclaimed Storyteller from Dark Horse, plus many never-before published pages, background information and behind-the-scenes art! The story and characters are sexy, ribald, politically incorrect, and outrageously funny. 
HC, 9x12, 192pg, FC	$49.95

Comic Books & Magazines

BELLY BUTTON #1
by Sophie Crumb 
Thrill to these vivacious autobiographical stories of a woman living her early 20s in Paris, with stories of young love, cell phones, and sexual frustration. Plus other surprises, each drawn in a variety of styles, with a handsome purple two-tone effect. 
MATURE READERS
PC, 32pg	$4.95

HATE ANNUAL #4
by Peter Bagge
Buddy gets fed up with the ups and down of being an entrepreneur and decides to opt for the security of a corporate job: driving a delivery truck! Also, Bagge's reporting from both the 2000 Democratic and "Reform" party's respective conventions. Also, an embarrassingly honest appreciation of contemporary teen pop music, as well as a back-up story featuring Lovey.
FC, 48pg	$4.95

EVIL EYE #11
by Richard Sala
"Reflection in a Glass Scorpion": Kasper finds himself trapped in the campus clock tower's highest room with half a dozen sadistic killers. Will Judy Drood arrive in time? Plus, Peculia is recruited by the babysitters club. It seems there is a family the other girls try to avoid   for a very, very good reason, as Peculia finds out!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

LOVE & ROCKETS VOLUME 2 #9
by Los Bros Hernandez
Meet the Chascarrillos! There's beloved Maggie, her wacky sister, goofy brothers, and classy mom. Find out where Maggie gets it all. Where she learned to say "UTA." Julio's mother worries about her two sons away working in the city - with all those wicked city women and all. In "The High Soft Lisp," Fritz's marriage fizzles! Plus the next to last chapter of "Me For the Unknown."
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$3.95

APE ONE-SHOT
by Ted Jouflas
"Son of Vision Thing": This satire/parody of contemporary America fuses the Bush Administration/corporate hegemony/media culture with the black and white horror films of the 1930's, namely, Frankenstein, Bride of Frankenstein, and Dracula. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$4.95

HATE ANNUAL #1-3 PACK
by Peter Bagge
Contains the past three years of Bagge's alternative work, including his own brand of "comics journalism," skewered with his trademark wit. From election coverage to Radio Disney to Miss America to more Buddy Bradley stories!
MATURE READERS
Pack (x3)	$13.50

BEHIND THE COMICS PACKS
Sometime in the past hundred years, comics were raised to an artform. Cartoonists have gone from anonymous draftsmen to celebrated personalities. How did this happen? We have the books with some of the answers! The Golden Age pack contains Great Comic Book Heroes by Jules Feiffer, Reading the Funnies by Donald Phelps, and The Enigma of Al Capp by Alexander Theroux. The EC Comics pack contains B. Krigstein by Greg Sadowski, Tales of Terror by Grant Geissman & Fred Von Bernewitz, and Squa Tront #10 edited by John Benson. Pack C contains Arnold Roth: Free Lance by Arnold Roth, The Strange Case of Edward Gorey by Alexander Theroux, and Rebel Visions by Patrick Rosenkranz.
GOLDEN AGE Pack (x3)	$30.00
EC COMICS Pack (x3)	$75.00
PACK C Pack (x3)	$65.00

Eros Comix

THE MATRIXXX #1
by Tony Libido
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg (1 of 3)	$3.50

HEAD #6
by Various 
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

MANGA CALIENTE #1
by Nono 
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

MEGAMANGA VOLUME 3: CO-ED SEXXTASY TP
by Makoto Fujisaki
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 160pg, b&w	$16.95

MEGAMANGA VOLUME 4: SLUT GIRL TP
by Isutoshi
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 176pg, b&w	$15.95

ALICE IN SEXLAND EXTREME #5
by Mashumaro Jyuubaori
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

HOUSEWIVES AT PLAY #8 CURRENT PRINTING
by Rebecca 
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

HEAD #1-4 PACK
ADULT MATERIAL
Pack (x4)	$14.00

FUTURE COMICS

DEATHMASK #9
by David Michelinie & Bob Layton, & Dick Giordano
Having survived his perilous odyssey to the 1950s, Deathmask returns only to be pursued by F.B.I. agent John Dillinger, whose determination to rid the world of vigilantes threatens to expose the Mystic Marauder's most closely-guarded secrets! 
FC, 24pg	$2.99

FREEMIND #13
by Michelinie, Layton, Hall & Breeding; cover by Leeke & Austin
Having spent years observing, planning, and manipulating, Ang is ready to begin his world-altering agenda involving cutting edge Spintronic technology. Will Mac's mind, in the body of android Edison Wilde, be enough to stop him? Or is that what Ang is counting on? 
FC, 24pg	$2.99

METALLIX #12
by David Michelinie, Ron Lim, & Bob Layton; cover by Ron Lim & Bob Layton
Replacement candidates for the vacant spot in Team Metallix have been narrowed down to two. But tempers are thin, and egos raw, and what begins as a combat exercise between wannabe Sanjit Puhr and veteran Blue Hill turns into something potentially deadly! 
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

PEACEKEEPER #5
by Layton & Michelinie, Broderick, & Austin
Industrialist Arthur Rathrock's genetic alteration project has developed a unique enzyme. The Peacekeeper must stop these genetically-altered agents of chaos before they can carry out the simultaneous assassination of a dozen world leaders. 
FC, 24pg	$2.99

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING

WALT DISNEY'S CHRISTMAS PARADE #1
by Various
The wraparound cover is a recreation of Walt Kelly's original Christmas Parade #1 cover, restored by Rick Keene. The interior consists of three vintage stories, Donald Duck in Carl Barks' "Letter From Santa," a Chip 'N' Dale Christmas tale, and Mickey Mouse in "Minnie's Christmas Tree"; along with three new European Holiday stories. Prestige Format.
FC	$8.95

DONALD DUCK ADVENTURES VOLUME 3 TP
Three long Disney adventure stories: Donald Duck in "The Black Orb"; Mickey Mouse in "First Mouse in the Moon"; and Uncle Scrooge in "The Great Desert Crossing."
SC, 5x8, 128pg, FC	$7.95

DONALD DUCK AND FRIENDS #310
by Various
Donald Duck takes on evil-doers in this issue's lead story, "Crimebustin' Donald," written by Michael T. Gilbert. The conclusion of Pat and Carol McGreal's "Fighting Sword of Shambor," featuring Mickey Mouse, and "Night Shift," a Daisy Duck story by Janet Gilbert wraps the book.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

MICKEY MOUSE AND FRIENDS #259
by Various
John Lustig and Noel Van Horn get the ball rolling with "Sweet Misery," featuring Mickey Mouse. Pat and Carol McGreal's Donald Duck tale, "Battle Beasties," is a send-up of the Pokemon phenomenon. And Li'l Bad Wolf in "Brainwaves," written by Donald D. Markstein, ends the book.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

UNCLE SCROOGE #324
by Various
Don Rosa did the lead story and cover for this issue. "Gyro's First Invention" takes us back in time to the moment of Gyro's first successful creation. William Van Horn's "Dime For Your Thoughts" wraps the book and concludes the Uncle Rumpus story arc begun with "Secrets." Prestige Format.
FC, 48pg	$6.95

WALT DISNEY'S COMICS AND STORIES #639
by Various
William Van Horn's "Going Wild," which chronicles another day in the stressful life of Donald, leads this issue. The rest of the book is packed full of stories featuring Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Li'l Bad Wolf, Grandma Duck, Gyro Gearloose, and Huey, Dewey, and Louie. Prestige Format.
FC, 48pg	$6.95

THE OVERSTREET INDIAN ARRROWHEADS IDENTIFICATION AND PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 8
Indian arrowheads may well be the earliest evidence of man's ability to create, style, and manufacture objects of symmetry and beauty. And now collecting points has never been easier! The Official Overstreet Indian Arrowheads Identification and Price Guide (Eighth Edition) is the reference for collectors everywhere, and you owe it to yourself to find out why! More than 12,000 actual-size photographs, plus a dazzling color section, thousands of new illustrations covering many new point types, the experts' guide on how to buy authentic relics with up-to-date regional market reports, tips on grading, and it's organized by the United States' nine geographic regions. This guide offers the most comprehensive and current information available to any collector, making you the expert! It's the professional standard for America's oldest collectible! 
SC, PC 	$26.00

OVERSTREET'S COMIC PRICE REVIEW #6
Overstreet's Comic Price Review, the all-new monthly newsletter from the most trusted name in comic book pricing, will report on the latest prices realized in auctions and other transactions, and take a detailed look at specific comics and put the spotlight on the back-issues gaining the most attention. With a detailed look at every comic book age, OCPR will also include insights into other significant comic character collectibles.
b&w, 32+pg	$6.25

GIRL TWIRL COMICS

JANE'S WORLD #8
by Paige Braddock; cover by Terry Moore
Ethan, Jane's roommate, decides to the comic needs a little sprucing up... a little "enhancement." So he hires comic book pro Terry Moore to be ghost artist on the strip for a few days and enhance the bust sizes of all the female cast members, all except Jane! 
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

GRAHAM CRACKERS COMICS

DRAGON'S LAIR #1 GRAHAM CRACKERS EXCLUSIVE COVER EDITION
Everyone's favorite 80's video game is back as a new comic! This brand-new cover features a special interlocking image to Space Ace #1 GCC Exclusive that forms one giant illustration! Limited to 1,500. 
FC, 32pg	$6.99

SPACE ACE#1 GRAHAM CRACKERS EXCLUSIVE COVER EDITION
Everyone's next favorite 80's video game is also a new comic! This brand-new cover features a special interlocking image to Dragon's Lair #1 GCC Exclusive that forms one giant illustration! Limited to 1,500.
FC, 32pg	$6.99

G.I. JOE #21 GRAHAM CRACKERS EXCLUSIVE FOIL COVER
The special "silent" issue with an exclusive foil cover by Michael Turner! At less than 500 copies, this will have to be one of the scarcest G.I. Joe collectibles ever made! Comes bagged and boarded. 
FC, 32pg	$19.95

TOMB RAIDER #11 & #12 GRAHAM CRACKERS EXCLUSIVE SET
This set of #11 and #12 is limited to less than 2,500 copies. Features two books that join together to form one great image! Each set comes bagged with matching Certificates of Authenticity!
Set (x2)	SRP: $12.95

WITCHBLADE: DEMON #1 GRAHAM CRACKERS EXCLUSIVE FOIL EDITION
This exclusive was made for Graham Crackers Comics and is limited to only 500 copies! Featuring a brand-new story by Mark Millar with art by Jae Lee this is a "must have" for any Witchblade fan! Each copy comes bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity.
FC, 32pg	SRP: $14.95

GROUNDWOOD BOOKS

FOUR PICTURES GN
by Nicholas Debon
Emily Carr (1871-1945) was one of the few women painters of her generation. Her life story is traced thought four of her famous painting   "Cedar House," "Autumn in France," "Silhouette," and "Beloved of the Sky." Nicholas Debon's illustrations capture Carr's determined, eccentric character and her times.  
SC, FC	$15.95

GUTSOON! ENTERTAINMENT

BOMBER GIRL VOLUME 1 TP
by Niwano Makoto
In the not too distant future, Tokyo has become a city of chaos riddled with crime. From this chaotic mix comes Bomber Girl! Emi is the super sexy, and manically hilarious bounty hunter who often ends up killing the criminals before she can collect the bounty!  
MATURE READERS 
SC, 5x7, 190pg, b&w	$9.95

FIST OF THE NORTH STAR VOLUME 7 GN MASTER EDITION
by Hara Tetsuo & Buronson
In a post-apocalyptic nightmare, Kenshiro protects the innocent from evil with the ultimate assassin's fighting style, Hokuto Shinken. This third volume of the Master Edition features genuine brand-new translation, and stunning full-color artwork on every page!  
MATURE READERS 
SC, 5x7, 190pg, FC	$1.95

FIST OF THE BLUE SKY VOLUME 3 TP
by Hara Tetsuo, Buronson, & Horie Nobu
The classic prequel for Fist of the North Star, Fist of the Blue Sky continues the awesome saga of one man's fight to avenge the death of his loved ones.  
MATURE READERS 
SC, 5x7, 190pg, b&w	$9.95

RAIJIN COMICS #39
by Various
Featuring Fist of the Blue Sky, Slam Dunk, City Hunter, Revenge of the Mouflon, Guardian Angel Getten, Keiji, Baki the Grapler, Bow Wow Wata, new samurai title Nemuri Kyoshiro, and The Climber's Saga, with breaking video game and anime news of RGA Magazine, plus more! Squarebound.  
MATURE READERS 
SC, 7x10, 220pg, PC	$5.95

HARRIS COMICS

VAMPIRELLA COMICS MAGAZINE #2
by Various; cover by David Michael Beck
More with Kitana Baker, the newest, hottest Vampirella model! "Vampirella Must Die" by Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin Gray and Gabriel Rearte continues, "Mo' Money, Mo' Bullets" by Stuart Moore and by John Lucas; and "Giant Robot Warriors" by Stuart Moore and Ryan Kelly. And, meet the talent, with interviews with both.
REG. CVR.-Magazine, 48pg, PC	$3.95
ALT. PHOTO CVR.-Magazine, 48pg, PC	$9.95

VAMPIRELLA #19-22 LIMITED COVERS SET
by Smith & Mayhew
This set includes all four hard to find limited edition covers from the "Blood & Roses" story arc, issues #19-22. Limited to only 1,000! Featuring covers by Christopher Shy, Joyce Chin, Jason Alexander, and Joe Chiodo. 
Set (x4)	$39.95

HEAVY METAL

HEAVY METAL JANUARY 2004
The fantasy comic for adults, paralleled by none. All the over-the-top graphic sci-fi/fantasy madness you always expect in each and every issue of Heavy Metal. New short stories by some of Europe's greatest masters of modern fantasy and science fiction comics!
MATURE READERS
Magazine	$5.99

THE ART OF FELIX VEGA HC
The son of painter Ana Marie Encina and the famous artist Oscar Vega. He is the artist for the popular series Juan Buscamares.
HC, 96pg, FC	$19.95

HUMANOIDS PUBLISHING

AMSTERGLOW IN EIGHT DAYS GN
by Tanitoc 
In post WWII Europe, 19-year-old Thadee is Perfecta Publishing's newest travel guide writer. Why volunteer to visit Amstergow, a city so ugly that he is the only tourist? Because his missing father was last seen in Amstergow. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x9, 108pg, b&w	$9.95

METAL HURLANT #9
by Various; cover by Tardi
Get a double shot of Guy Davis (Unstable Molecules) with his The Zombies That Ate the World serial plus a story based on the cover by European superstar Tardi. Also features Stefano Raffaele's horror/love story Fragile and a weird western tale by Star Wars cover artist Tommy Lee Edwards. 
MATURE READERS
FC, 64pg	$3.95

I-BOOKS 

THE BLOODY STREETS OF PARIS TP
by Leo Malet & Jacques Tardi
Set in the early days of World War II in German-occupied France, private detective Nestor Burma finds himself quickly enmeshed in a dangerous web of deceit and betrayal. It will take all his skills to stay alive - and free, for there are fates worse than death.
SC, 9x12, 192pg, b&w	$17.95

SUNN GN 
by Steven A. Roman, Kevin Lau, & Alex Niño
His father is Titan, the world's greatest hero. But when Titan falls in battle, it's up to high school student Carson Walker to take his place-as the hero Sunn! A coming-of-age adventure by Steve Roman, with art by Kevin Lau and Alex Niño. Includes costume sketches by Humberto Ramos.
SC, 5x8, 208pg, b&w	$9.95

I.C. ENTERTAINMENT

A.I. REVOLUTION VOLUME 1 GN
by Various & You Asami
Midori's scientist father asks for help. He's created a special prototype robot that looks and learns like a human. Naming the prototype Vermilion, Midori takes on the daunting task of teaching him the beauty and warmth of being alive. Soon Vermilion's handsome appearance and eagerness to learn begins to make an impression upon her heart, making it difficult for Midori to remember that he isn't a human after all.
SC, 216pg, b&w 	$9.95

AMERIMANGA VOLUME 12
by Various
Pit against the most deadly fighter Barlow has to offer, Corinth and Gizelle seem over-powered and out of luck. With the arrival of the enigmatic priest, Tree Alexander, things are about to change. But in whose favor will his God smile? Which side is he really working for? 
SC, 7x10, 160pg, b&w	$7.99

DRAGON FIST VOLUME 2 GN
by Kenji Okamura
Now that Ken has revived his dreams of professional boxing, he must shake off his ties to the Yakuza before they drag him down. But that's easier said than done, especially when they threaten all that is dear to him to keep him within their control!
SC, 224pg, b&w	$14.95

HANAUKYO MAID TEAM VOLUME 3 GN
by Morishige
Yashima Sanae, substitute head security maid, has now joined Hanaukyo after finishing her training. She notices how close Taro has become to Konoe, whom she loves, and decides to make sure that Taro doesn't get too close, so she stalks Konoe and Taro on a trip.
SC, 200pg, b&w	$12.95

YUI KANONSHO VOLUME 1: LOST MEMORIES
by Narumi Kakinouchi
Bleeding and wounded, Vampire Yui seeks shelter at a church! Under the priest's care, Yui recovers quickly but her memories have vanished! Haunted by dreams and visions of unknown faces, Yui must reclaim her identity before a nearby spirit wrecks havoc around her!
SC, 216pg, b&w	$12.95

IDOL FX

DRAKE: THE DEMON BOX #2
by Idol FX & Johan Egerkrans
Following the annihilation of the Clan of the 99 Dragons by the supernatural Ghost Assassin, and the theft of the Soul Portal artifact the Clan has guarded for eons, Drake sets out on a furious hunt for revenge. Drake's search for his nemesis takes him through the streets of the city of Neo Macau, where he clashes with the Clan of the Digital Serpents - and worse - short-circuits the powers of the Demonbox!
b&w, 32pg (2 of 3)	$2.50

IDW PUBLISHING

RICHARD MATHESON'S I AM LEGEND GN
by Richard Matheson; adapted by Steve Niles & Elman Brown
Richard Matheson's classic novel of fear and vampirism. The tale of the last human on an Earth overrun by the undead returns to graphic novel form in a single collection of four ling out of print books. Steve Niles adapts the book, with chilling art by Elman Brown. 
SC, 7x10, 249pg, b&w	$35.00

CSI: CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION-BAD RAP #4
by Max Allan Collins, Gabriel Rodriguez, & Ashley Wood
In Las Vegas's white-hot music scene, the bodies are falling faster than the career of yesterday's pop sensation. If the CSIs can't find the killer-or killers-there won't be anyone left to pay the piper! Features two unique covers!
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (4 of 5)	$3.99

CVO: COVERT VAMPIRIC OPERATIONS-ARTIFACT #2
by Jeff Mariotte & Gabriel Hernandez
When the CIA's vampire agents face a deadly threat from the ashes of the old Soviet Union, they find allies in the unlikeliest place-their own Russian counterparts! Fast-paced espionage/horror action with an international flair and a distinctly American bite. MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (2 of 3)	$3.99

DARK DAYS #5: A 30 DAYS OF NIGHT SEQUEL
by Steve Niles & Ben Templesmith
Stella discovers there are divisions in vampire society, but can she exploit them, or are they likely to crush her and her effort to expose the vampire threat to the light of day? Up against the most powerful enemy she's faced yet, Stella doesn't have much time to figure out the truth.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (5 of 6)	$3.99

GRUMPY OLD MONSTERS #1
by Anderson, Moesta, Cavero, & Mendoza; cover by Paco Cavero
Even monsters get old, and old monsters need a place to while away their twilight years. But when word comes that Castle Frankenstein is to be razed to build condominiums, Frankenstein's monster, Dracula, the Wolf-Man, the Mummy, and other favorites must break out of the old monsters' home for one last quest! 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (1 of 4)	$3.99

WAKE THE DEAD #2
by Steve Niles, art by Milx
Victor sends a loyal ally on a scavenger hunt like no other, and applies skills they don't teach in high school to his new project.  t may cost him his girlfriend, but the end result could be worth the price he pays. More bloodcurdling terror from the mind of Steve Niles.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (2 of 5)	$3.99

ILLUSTRATION STUDIO

MASTERS OF FANTASY: JUST FANTASY GIRLS
The softer, more elegant side of the fairer sex is explored in this exotic collection of drawings by Steve Woron, Don Paresi, and Fred Rawles! Come along on a sensuous sometimes romantic journey with a talented team of artists; your tour guides into a wondrous gallery of innocence and beauty! Also available as a signed edition featuring its own unique cover with art by Steve Woron and signed by two cool creators. Limited to 2,000. 
MATURE READERS
REG. ED. b&w, 24pg	$3.25
SGN. ED. b&w, 24pg 	$7.95

BETTIE PAGE: THE 50S RAGE #1 ANNUAL REVISED ADULT COVER EDITION 
This is Steve Woron's first issue of Betty Page. Illustrated in an all-pin-up, double-page layout style, this comic is one of Woron's bestsellers. Steve really does justice to this 50's Brattish pin-up queen! This cover sports the classic "Betty Page Intimate Encounter" cover by Steve Woron.  NOTE: Please see Previews Adult to view the cover.
MATURE READERS
SC	$6.95

IMPERIUM COMICS 

TRAILER PARK OF TERROR #6
by Various; cover by Nelson
Norma's gathering her friends, old acquaintances, and a few new faces to celebrate the holidays. Between the turkey and pumpkin pie, Norma spins several tales of horror, including sequels to previous stories, and before the night is through, someone will die! Of course, someone dies in just about every issue, but Norma likes the melodrama.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

JAY COMPANY

THE DARKNESS #25 WIZARD WORLD 2002 BLACK-AND-WHITE COVER EDITION WITH CHA SKETCH
by D. Wohl &Joe Benitez 
Originally offered as a limited print run book at the 2002 convention season, these special Darkness exclusives have been autographed by current artist Keu Cha with a new and original pen-and-ink drawing. Each book is hand numbered to 100, and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity and seal.
FC, 32pg	MSRP: $69.99

WITCHBLADE #62 SAN DIEGO COMIC CON 2003 BLACK-AND-WHITE COVER EDITION
by David Wohl, Francis Manipul, & Keu Cha
Originally offered as a premium to this year's San Diego 2003 Comic Con, and limited to only 500 copies worldwide, Keu Cha provides sultry cover to this special Witchblade book. Each comic comes with a Certificate of Authenticity, and sealed with bag and board. 
FC, 32pg 	MSRP: $19.99

WITCHBLADE #64 WITH MAGDELENA SAN DIEGO COMIC CON 2003 LIMITED COVER EDITION
by David Wohl, Francis Manipul, & Keu Cha
Artist Keu Cha returns to Top Cow and renders this sexy pin-up cover for this exclusive Witchblade-Magdalena crossover comic. Originally offered as a premium to this year's San Diego 2003 Comic Con, and limited to only 500 copies worldwide, every book comes with a Certificate of Authenticity, and sealed a bag and board. 
FC, 32pg	MSRP: $19.99

KENZER & COMPANY

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS: WHERE SHADOWS FALL #4
by Jay Donovan & Carlos Alberto; cover by Joe and Rob Sharp
The heroes try to escape from the forces of Abehhan-Vrre, but not without the loss of one of their own.  And as the adventurers discover their time has unexpectedly run out, the Rise begins, and the undead converge upon the Phostwoods! 
FC, 24pg (4 of 5)	$3.50

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #85
by Jolly Blackburn & Various
Knights of the Dinner Table is the longest running comic on the subject of games ever! Though B.A., Brian, Bob, Dave, and Sara may play different characters in different games, their personalities always shine through. 
b&w, 112pg	$3.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE: ILLUSTRATED #28
by Mark Plemmons & Brendon and Brian Fraim
Beginning a new storyline! The Untouchable Trio (Plus One) find a ruler offering gold for the return of a magical artifact, while El Ravager falls in love with the ruler's daughter! Hacking, humor, and sweet, mushy romance! But what is the truth? Could this be the end of the Trio at last?
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE EVERKNIGHTS #9
by Tony DiGerolamo & Ben Hall
Welcome to the next level... Can 'Tess survive in the crypts alone? Have the Everknights lost another member? And what new undead foe rules the crypts where are heroes are trapped? For the answer to these questions don't miss "Zombies Gotta Eat!"
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE COLLECTOR'S PACK
Here's your chance to pick up every fantastic issue of the popular Previews/Game Trade Exclusive KODT mini-series for one low price! Also included in this Collector's Pack is an exclusive KODT cartoon signed by the creators! Thrill to the exploits of B.A, Bob, Brian, Dave, Sarah, and the other wacky KODT characters in this hilarious cross-section of the gaming subculture. 
Pack (x6), b&w	$14.95

KNOCKABOUT/RIP OFF PRESS

FREAK BROTHERS COMPLETE EDITION VOLUME 2
by Gilbert Shelton
All the full-color Freak Brothers stories, including "The Idiots Abroad," and "The Whiteline Cannonball Express." 
MATURE READERS
SC, 192pg, FC	$31.99

KOMIKWERKS

KOMIKWERKS VOLUME 2 TP
by Various
Dave Johnson, Eisner-Award winning cover artist of 100 Bullets, headlines an all-animator extravaganza! Designers, storyboard artists, animators, writers, and producers from today's top animated series contribute their own short comic stories to the second Komikwerks anthology. 
SC, 5x8, b&w	$9.95

LINSNER.COM

DAWN: BIG FACE SIGNED DIGITAL PRINT
Linsner.com is proud to offer the third in a continuing series of digital prints. This signature image of Dawn from the glory days of Cry For Dawn has become a perennial crowd pleaser. Each full-color 11" x 17" print is individually hand signed by Joseph 
Michael Linsner, and comes housed in an archival, crystal clear protective plastic sleeve. 
Print	$25.00

VAMPIRES CHRISTMAS SIGNED DIGITAL PRINT
In celebration of the Holiday season, Linsner.com is proud to present the cover to Linsner's graphic novel, "The Vampires'Christmas," published by Image Comics. This high quality print features Linsner's friendly neighborhood vampire, Esque. Each full 
color 11" x 17" print is individually hand signed by Joseph Michael Linsner and comes housed in an archival, crystal clear  protective plastic sleeve. 
Print	$25.00

MONKEYSUIT PRESS

ADVENTURES OF MIA #1
by Enrico Casarosa, Mike Lapinski, Amy McNamara 
Mia is an innocent but strong willed young girl, living in a small town on the Italian Riviera. She flies her plane like no one can, with pure instinct. Mia is ready to fly up against the top pilots of the day and even against the superior military planes of the fascist forces. These exciting stories follow Mia through many stages of her career. We see her as a skilled aviatrix, and we find out just how her amazing talents came to be, back when she was just a toddler. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

ROVER #2
by Michael Foran
When Zep is kidnapped by the Devil Moles and taken into the dark caverns, Rover has no one but Fub, his onetime nemesis, to turn to for help. Can he be trusted to guide Rover into these dangerous depths? Find out in this, the highly anticipated second issue of Mike Foran's 'Rover.'
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

MOONSTONE

PHANTOM #1
by Ben Raab & Pat Quinn; coloring by Wolak; cover by John Cassidy
The Mighty Phantom breaks up a slave camp in his native Bangalla, whose captives are mining a vast diamond field at the command of the vile terrorist Ali Gutalle. A stone-cold killer, his counter strike is set against a black tie state function where Diana Walker is to give the keynote speech. As bullets fly, as time bombs click to detonation, will the Phantom have the power to catch villains with one hand, and save his family with the other? Cover by John Cassiday!
FC, 32pg	$3.50

KOLCHAK: TALES OF THE NIGHT STALKER #1
by Ulanski, Marrinan, Williams, & Wolak
A new, ongoing series featuring the original paranormal investigator! Bust out the crawfish and gumbo as Carl Kolchak heads for New Orleans to look into rumors about a human plant skulking about the hot summer streets. This issue also features a short Mr. Nightmare back-up story by Dave Ulanski, in color for the first time! Covers by Monte Moore and Dave Ulanki.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.50

MOONSTONE MONSTERS SEA CREATURES #1
by Raab, Rust, Gentile, Burnham, Gulick, & LeMien
"Croaked" finds a group of teenagers terrorized by a legend from the swamp. 
 In "Night of the Goldfish," a flippered friend tries to avenge his master's death!  And "On the Rocks" finds a captain trying to hold his ship together, as it is battered by a creature from the darkness! Cover by Ron Frenz and Pat Olliffe.
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

MOONSTONE NOIR: THE LONE WOLF #1
by Jolley, Croall, Rearte, Pallot & Greene
A thief who thrives on working alone, The Lone Wolf's past comes back to blackmail her into lifting a computer program worth billions of dollars for the powerful Thieves Guild. They forced a partner on her, who has a handle on the technical know-how of the heist-but with a secret or two of his own!
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

MR. KEEN: TRACER OF LOST PERSONS #2
by Justin Gray & Lee Ferguson
Lucien Denali is aware that Ninette is in NYC to kill him for the unspeakable and perverse treatment of her and her twin sister. Thus, the city's most dangerous hitman is sent after her!
b&w, 32pg (2 of 3)	$2.95

THE SILENCERS #3
by Van Lente, Ellis, & Yoo
The Silencers strike back against the Syndicate in a series of lightning-fast raids. Now they're most wanted supers in New York, and the Feds will go to any length to take them down!
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.50

MU PRESS

MOONIE #1
by Nicola Cuti & Dave Simons 
Moonchild is back! Two starpilots, one a rogue and the other a straight shooter, encounter a myth turned reality. One wants to use her, the other to save her. But what counts in the end is what Moonie wants! 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

WILD #3
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$3.75

NBM

RAPTORS VOLUME 4
by Enrico Marini & Jean Dufaux
Camilla, one of the two Raptors after the established vampire order, is wounded for the first time in her long life. Detective Lenore tries to cure her while Aznar Akeba must choose which side he¹s on. The ultimate confrontation comes to a head in this last volume of the series! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 9x12, 56pg, FC	$10.95

DUNGEON #5-8 SET
by Lewis Trondheim & Joann Sfar 
Dungeon takes a breather this month between two mini-series. In the meantime, catch up and get two complete adventures in this set of four comic books wryly spoofing horror and heroic fantasy! 
Set	$11.80

Eurotica

VACATION IN IBIZA GN
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8x11, 64pg, FC	$12.95

SIZZLE #20 
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
Magazine, 8x11, 48pg, b&w	$4.95

NEW ENGLAND COMICS

WW2 SNIPERS #1
Both the Allied and Axis sides devoted considerable effort and resources to the art of sniping. In this book, historian and comic artist Ron Ledwell looks at this often-overlooked aspect of the second World War!  
b&w	$3.95

NEW FLAME PUBLISHING

THE DROWNERS #1
by Nabiel Kanan
From the Eisner Award nominated creator of Lost Girl and Exit! James Quinn, playboy and billionaire tycoon, has built himself the most powerful media empire in the land. But the drowning of a woman is linked to Quinn's dark secret, which threatens both himself as well as his empire! Bi-monthly. 
MATURE READERS
b&w (1 of 4)	$2.95

NOW COMICS

FRIGHT NIGHT: THE RETURN OF EVIL ED GN
by Tony C. Caputo and Neil Vokes
He thought he knew it all. That is, until he storms into his boss' office to give him a piece of his mind, but discovers the truth! Evil Ed (his boss) is a vampire, and after biting a piece out of a lovely nightclub patron's neck, he promptly fires Derek for interrupting his dinner.If that was only the end of his madness, but then he takes a bartender job with the competitor across the street, who happens to be an alien from outer space. The only glue that binds his sanity are his friends, Charlie, Natalia and the "Great Vampire Killer" Peter Vincent who are not surprised and are determined to find out the truth about it all! 
Full color wraparound cover by Tony C. Caputo
SC, 96pg, b&w	$14.95

NW STUDIOS

SPIRIT OF THE AMAZON #7
by Orlando Paes Filho
More political issues are about to explode. Our warriors will continue to fight the dark side of today's capitalism, using whatever is necessary to stop corporate abuses!
FC	$2.95

ONI PRESS

LAST EXIT BEFORE TOLL GN
by Neal Shaffer, Christopher Mitten, & Dawn Pietrusko
Charles Pierce has reached a dead end, wandering through life as if he were barely there. On a business trip, he breaks down in rural Virginia. Now stranded, Charles slowly begins to realize that this accident may just be his chance at a new life. That is, if the past doesn't catch up with him first.
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x8, 96pg, b&w	$9.95

JINGLE BELLE VOLUME 3: DASH AWAY ALL TP
by Paul Dini & Jose Garibaldi
A sneak freeze attack by the Blizzard Wizard leaves Santa and his reindeer with a near-terminal case of pneumonia, putting Christmas on the cancelled list. With the wishes of millions of kids at stake, Jingle Belle and a team of arctic outcasts reluctantly take the reins! 
SC, 5x8, 136pg, b&w	$11.95

QUEEN & COUNTRY #21
by Greg Rucka & Mike Hawthorne
New story line! New artist! Joining Greg Rucka on this four-issue jaunt into the seedy world of British spies is Mike Hawthorne (Three Days in Europe, Terminator). After the devastating effects of the last story arc, how will Tara pick up the pieces of her crumbling life as a spy for her Queen Majesty? 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

THREE DAYS IN EUROPE TP
by Antony Johnston & Mike Hawthorne
Jack's planned Jill's dream vacation - Paris for a gallery exhibit. And Jill's plotting a London trip to see Jack's favorite band. Problem is, both trips start tonight! Before long, Jack's in the middle of an art heist and Jill's in the thrall of a rock star! Can they escape their adventures and re-ignite their romance?
SC, 144pg, b&w	$14.95

THE COMPLETE SOULWIND TP
by Scott Morse
For the first time in one volume, The Complete Soulwind collects Scott Morse's modern epic. Beginning with a boy transported across the universe to retrieve a legendary sword, and ending with an old woman unraveling the true account of creation. A tale of ancient myth, classic fairy tales, modern pulp, and futuristic adventure.
SC, 520pg, b&w	$29.95

TOO MUCH HOPELESS SAVAGES! #4
by Jen Van Meter & Christine Norrie, with Ross Campbell
Arsenal is on her own in Hong Kong. The family can't help her any more - in fact, she needs to help them. Between the crooks, the cops, and the secret agents, it would be too much for any normal girl to handle. Thank goodness Arsenal is no normal girl.
b&w, 32pg (4 of 4)	$2.99

SCOOTER GIRL #5 (OF 6)
by Chynna Clugston-Major
Ashton begins to have second thoughts about his diabolical schemes for Margaret. Will he be able to stop what he's already started or is the roller coaster unstoppable? If Ashton succeeds in stopping it, will Margaret finally surrender to Ashton's desires or will he be left in the cold again?
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (5 of 6)	$2.99

LOVE FIGHTS #5
by Andi Watson
Nora's story about the Flamer's love child means sales and income take a dive for Jack. Worse still, Jack's team has broken up, and adding insult to injury, Nora appears to be dating the Flamer. If he didn't know better, Jack might feel like someone was out to get him.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

PENNY FARTHING PRESS

VICTORIAN #21
by Wein, St. Aubin, Taylor, & Blond
For years, freelance underworld jobs have supplemented the salaries of Detectives Reyna Starkweather and B.S. Harriman. They have asked few questions in their pursuit of financial advancement and have the blood on their hands to prove it. But the botched assassination attempt of Eudora Kincaid and her grandmother thrust the dirty cops into a new position to their employer's eyes: liabilities. Now, Starkweather and Harriman must pay the piper.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

PLEX/FANBOY ENTERTAINMENT

ANGELS WING #6
by Tetsuya Aoki,
Shion valiantly tries to find Mary's feather before the demons. But Shion is almost overwhelmed by their continuing attacks. Even with the aid of Reiber, their combined power isn't enough to keep them from being cornered. Elsewhere, Mary and Ken try and locate the feather on their own. 
FC, 32pg	$2.99

RADIO COMIX

FURRLOUGH #131
by Various
Celebrating 12 years of Furrlough being your monthly source for anthropomorphics! In this issue, the debut of the epic adventure "Sky Lords" by Gary Bedell, plus "Ebin and May" by Christina Hanson, and shorts by David Goodman and Eddie Perkins. Cover by Japanese dojinshi artist Yamaneko-ya.
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

Sin Factory

MILK #38
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

RANDOM HOUSE

DARWIN FOR BEGINNERS
by Jonathan Miller & Borin Van Loon
This book takes us through the upheaval in biological thought that made The Origin of Species possible. Meet Charles Darwin: a timid, anti-social, semi-invalid who was said to undermind the belief in God-the-creator. 
SC, 5x8, 176pg, b&w	$11.00

EINSTEIN FOR BEGINNERS 
A fast-paced narrative that shows us why moving clocks run slower than stationary ones, why nothing can go faster than the speed of light. Follow Einstein's work as he moved towards his triumphant E=mc2 equation that broke scientific ground in the 20th century.  
SC, 5x8, 176pg, b&w	$11.00

FREUD FOR BEGINNERS
by Richard Appignanesi & Oscar Zarate
This book explains Freud's theories of psychoanalysis. Learn about the super-ego, the ego, ids, neurosis, psychosis, hysteria, dreams, the unconscious, sexuality, and a man who helped revolutionize our attitudes towards mental illness, religion, and culture. 
SC, 5x8, 176pg, b&w	$11.00

MARX FOR BEGINNERS
by Rius
A blueprint for a generation. This volume describes the origins and evolution of all those rabble-rousing notions about capital, labor, the proletariat, the bourgeoisie, class struggle, socialism-everything that went into making The Communist Manifesto one of the landmark publishing events of its time. 
SC, 5x8, 160pg, b&w	$11.00

REBELLION

2000 AD SHOWCASE #2
by Mike Carey & Andy Clarke
Mike Carey and Andy Clarke's acclaimed 2000 AD series Thirteen returns! London punk Joe Bulmer's on the run from the mysterious forces which want his power-enhancing black pearl, but there are major revelations in store! 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$1.95

2000 AD PROGS #1365-1368
There's more universe-spanning destruction for vampire bounty hunter Durham Red in "The Empty Suns" by Dan Abnett and Mark Harrison. Secret agent Synnamon investigates a nano-revolution in "Facing Mecha" by Chris Clayton, Colin Dows and Laurence Campbell. There's zombie mayhem in the prison drama "Dead Men Walking" by James Stevens and Boo Cook. And more secrets are revealed in Caballistics, Inc. by Gordon Rennie and Dom Reardon. Plus, future lawman Judge Dredd must escape alien butchers in "Meatmonger" by John Smith (Vampirella) and Siku! Weekly. 
Magazine, 32pg, PC (Note Price)	$3.75Ea.

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #213
by Diggle, Wagner, & Flint
Judge Dredd, Mega-City One's toughest lawman, finds himself in a living nightmare when a crazed bounty hunter unleashes the terrifying Aliens in the city! Now, with any help he can find, Dredd must track down the source of the infestation - and terminate with extreme prejudice! 
Magazine, 100pg, FC  	$10.99

RED EYE PRESS

VALENTINE #10
by Cooney, Lewis, & Palmiotti
The 80's are back as Dana Valentine, assassin-on-the-run, slowly begins to remember the traumatic events of her past and what led her to the life she now lives today. In what begins as a major turning point in the Valentine series, the outcome will have a profound effect on our lethal beauty for stories to come. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

REDPILL STUDIOS

THE MATRIX COMICS VOLUME 1 TP
Releasing in October, one month before The Matrix: Revolutions, this volume collects twelve original stories set in the world of The Matrix. Read tales that expand the universe of The Matrix, written and illustrated by many of today's top comic book luminaries, including Larry and Andy Wachowski (writers/directors of The Matrix), Geof Darrow (Hard Boiled, Big Guy and Rusty the Boy Robot), Bill Sienkiewicz (Stray Toasters, Elektra: Assassin), Neil Gaiman (Sandman, Death: The High Cost of Living), Ted McKeever (Metropol, Wonder Woman: The Blue Amazon), John Van Fleet (Typhoid, Batman: The Ankh), Dave Gibbons (Watchmen, The Originals), David Lapham (Stray Bullets, Murder Me Dead), Peter Bagge (Hate, Sweatshop), Troy Nixey (Jenny Finn, Trout), Paul Chadwick (Concrete, The World Below), Ryder Windham (Star Wars Comics), Kilian Plunkett (Aliens: Labyrinth), and Gregory Ruth (Sudden Gravity, Freaks of the Heartland).
SC, 160pg	$21.99

RED ROBOT PRODUCTIONS

MALINKY ROBOT #1
by Sonny Liew
A recipient of the Xeric Grant, Malinky Robot follows the adventures of Atari and Oliver, denizens of the San'ya, a city of the near future where the down and out gather to live and work. In this first issue, Atari and Oliver catch a fish thought to be extinct. 
b&w, 22pg	$3.00

REED PRESS

COMANCHE MOON GN
by Jack Jackson
The story of a white settler child kidnapped by a band of Comanche Indians in 1836 in Texas. Brought up as a Comanche, she became the wife of a feared warrior and gave birth to Quanah, a warrior-son who became a warrior chief that led the tribe in the last great battles against the white settlers. Non-fiction comics at their best! Previously offered by Kitchen Sink Press. 
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

DAVID CHELSEA IN LOVE GN
by David Chelsea
The hilariously true story of cartoonist and illustrator David Chelsea's improbable love affair with Minnie, a would-be actress. Minnie's different. She's tall, gawky, absurdly neurotic, and saddled with an abusive boyfriend. And David believes she's just the girl for him. Previously offered by Eclipse Comics. 
SC, 192pg, b&w	$16.95

SAF COMICS

ARETHELVOLUME 2: THE OTHER SIDE OF MEDAL HC
by Serena Guidobaldi & Andrea Domestici
Arteo's quest to save Manuel continues in the Magic World with battles for the Senses of Hearing, Taste and Humor against Pride, Greed and Anger. The world around Arteo, who has become Arethel, starts to take on color. But he will have to gain his own color in stages. 
HC, 9x12, 64pg, FC	$12.95

NICK VOLUME 1: HEY NICK, ARE YOU SLEEPING GN
by Morphée & Hermann
Nick is a kid who loves animals, so much that he dreams of them. Over five dreams, Nick discovers the Captain Bang's floating zoo. Bang's rage makes him a bad zookeeper. Nick uses his dream powers to protect the animals from Bang, learning about real life in the process. 
HC, 8x11, 48pg, FC	$12.95

WHY DID THE KNIGHTS DIE OUT GN
by Carlos Trillo & Horacio Domingues
An amusing graphic exploration in three parts, describing the principal causes of the disappearance of such a glorious species, the Eternal Order of Knights: Limited genuine, legitimate damsels in distress; general malaise, and deceit of squires and other servants;. A hopeful coda envisions the rebirth of the era. 
HC, 9x12, 64pg, FC	$12.95

HERMANN POSTCARD SET
For the discriminating collector, this set of 16 postcards is essential highbrow art that's ideal for display or correspondence! 
Set(x16)	$7.95

SENTAI STUDIOS

RAVEN'S END #1
by Kevin Gunstone & Alessandro Scacchia
On the northern battlefields of feudal Japan, the warrior Muroto encounters a Raven, the sign of ill omen. Feeling a strange compulsion to follow the carrion bird Muroto is led home, where, to his horror, he discovers the body of his dead wife and that his son, Sanjuro, is missing. 
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

DORKBOY #1
by Damian Willcox
Dorkboy #1 is a compilation of Dorkboy comics releases, featuring the bizarre misadventures of a young dork with an overactive imagination and a sense of adventure, ranging from run-ins with maniacal coffee shop owners, talking fruitcake, robot sidekicks and an incredible trip to southern China. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$3.95

SHANDA FANTASY ARTS

FURRY NINJA HIGH SCHOOL STRIKES BACK #2
by Curtis, Wright, Langille, & Dunn
Welcome to the madhouse! Things are as loony as ever in Quagmire, as Jeremy and Ichi prepare to play the leads in the annual Superpuppetoon pageant. Meanwhile, Asrial is making the Superrod prop actually able to fly while plotting to have Jeremy kiss Sammy and break the curse.
b&w, 40pg (2 of 2)	$4.99

SHANDA THE PANDA #39
by Various
Things get very serious in Cedar Rabbits as a snowstorm descends on the area. Keri's heading off to meet Wing, and Shanda's headed for trouble on an icy street. Meanwhile, Wing has his Gang of Four in place, ready to kidnap his children and return with them to Hong Kong. Also in this issue, "Medics" by Jon Crusoe and Jerry Loomis, and a new "Pidge and Colt" story by Dennis Clark and Mike Curtis.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 40pg	$4.99

EXTINCTIONEERS #4-6 SET
by Shawntae Howard
On another world, humanoid animals are gifted with unusual powers just as it appears their civilization is ending due to attacking aliens! The battle comes to a conclusion and our heroes stop to regroup and learn more about each other. See what all the talk is about with this starter set containing issues 4, 5 and 6!
Set (x3)	$7.00

SIRIUS ENTERTAINMENT

DOGWITCH #8
Filming in the woods, Violet stumbles across a trail of children's mutilated body parts, apparently left behind by the mysterious "Elastic Head."  Since her transformation into a blonde left her with an ecto-morphic secret weapon and delusions of invincibility, Violet decides she has to take care of this notorious, demonic serial killer! 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

DOGWITCH POSTER #1 VIOLENT GRIMM
by Daniel Schaffer
'Tis the season...of the witch!  Violet Grimm, the oh-so-naughty sorceress from the pages of Daniel Schaffer's Dogwitch, appears for the first time on a full-sized poster from Sirius! Featuring the cover to the 100% sold-out Dogwitch #4. Printed on heavy bond paper. Comes rolled in a plastic tube. 
Poster, 19x25, FC	$6.95

DOGWITCH VIOLET GRIMM T-SHIRT
Illustrated by Daniel Schaffer! Presenting the first-ever Dogwitch black t-shirt, featuring the world's most seductive exile!  This fan-favorite image, taken directly from the pages of Dogwitch #2, will make you want to run your hands through your hair, too. White logo and image on a 100% cotton black t-shirt. 
M-XXL	$19.95

OH, MY GOTH PRESENTS GIRLZ OF GOTH LIMITED EDITION
by Voltaire
Limited to 333 numbered copies signed by Voltaire himself! The Girlz of Goth comes bagged with a special art plate of authenticity! This first-ever collection of pin-up artwork revisits the ever-popular characters from Voltaire's two comic series, Oh, My Goth and Chi-Chian. Printed on glossy stock, this edition contains never-before-seen artwork! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 48pg	$13.00

POE 25-PACK
by Jason Asala
Includes Poe #1-24, plus the Poe Color Special in one convenient package! 
Pack	$10.00

STUDIO G

JALILA #2
by Vincino Valdez
As the clone debate continues, Jalila makes a horrific discovery in her civilian identity, and may now find herself cloned-and immortal. Bi-monthly. 
FC, 24pg	$2.95

ZEIN GHOSTS OF HELIOPOLIS #2
by Vincino , Axel, & Ong
This mysteries of this desert region super-powered hero is revealed... along with some unwanted relatives. Bi-monthly.
FC, 24pg	$2.95

STUDIO UNDERHILL

BETWEEN THE CRACKS VOLUME 1: ALL MIRACLES HAVE A PRICE TP
by Harris O'Malley
Five short stories set in the city of Abbott, where nothing is as it seems, and magic has a very high price. See a dead woman wake to the sound of gunfire. See a chance meeting of eyes across a crowded club lead to a life of secrets and lies. And witness a cursed musician trying to escape his immortal lover.
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x8, 144pg, b&w	$15.95

BETWEEN THE CRACKS: THE BRIDE #1
by Harris O'Malley
A dead woman wakes on a slab to the sounds of violence and a hail of gunfire. Alone, frightened, and confused, she escapes to the harsh streets of Abbott. How can a woman, built to be a slave, survive alone in a world that is seemingly filled with cruelty?
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (1 of 1)	$2.95

SYNCOPATED COMICS

HOW TO BE A REAL GOOD CARTOONIST
by Nick Bruel
Syncopated Comics presents Nick Bruel's new book, How To Be A Real Good Cartoonist, a hysterical look at what it takes to be an amazingly real good cartoonist-just like Mr. Bruel. Jules Feifer finds the book "funny, smart, and slyly caustic." Although, you many not be able to express it as articulately as Mr. Feiffer, we're sure you'll feel the same way. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 64pg, b&w	$6.95

TANTRUM ENTERTAINMENT

MINDSIGHT FRANK CIROCCO SKETCHBOOK
by Frank Cirocco
Cirocco has selected his favorite sketches from commercial and personal projects! Enchanted fantasy creatures, sultry space babes, mystical warriors, alien bogeymen, and whimsical cartoon critters fill this volume limited to 2,500 signed and numbered copies!
SC, 8x11, 64pg, b&w	$14.95

TCZ STUDIOS

CELESTIAL ZONE VOLUME 2 #4
by Mr Wee Tian Beng
Xing Yun escapes from the Fossilizing Demons when Xing Ling comes to his rescue. The two and Jet Tortoise learn of the challenges awaiting them from Guardian Godspeed. Meanwhile, the Butterflies attempt to capture Toad, and White Tiger Zi Yan is framed for a murder she did not commit! 
PC, 60pg (4 of 12)	$9.50

TITAN

ALIEN LEGION: ON THE EDGE TP
by Chuck Dixon, Larry Stroman & Mark Farmer; cover by Alan Davis & Mark Farmer 
Meet Alien Legion: home to every scumbag the universe saw fit to dump in a uniform! And then there's Force Nomad - hard-bitten warriors, loyal to each other... but not to those that send them to die in unmarked graves! A new series by Titan Books, created by Carl Potts (The Punisher). 
SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC	$16.95

JUDGE DREDD: CURSED EARTH GN
by Mills, Wagner, McMahon, & Bolland
A lethal plague devastates Mega-City Two and Judge Dredd volunteers to deliver the vaccine that will save its remaining inhabitants. But first, his crew has to cross 1,000 miles of the Cursed Earth. With cannibals, dinosaurs and more between the Judges and their goal, it's not a smooth journey! 
SC, 9x12, 160pg, b&w	$19.95

TRANSFORMERS: SHOWDOWN GN
by Bob Budiansky, Don Perlin & HerbTrimpe 
As the Autobots unveil their new secret weapon, Omega Supreme, tragedy strikes! Meanwhile The Special Teams - The Protectobots, the Combaticons, the Aerialbots, and the Stunticons - make their debut. And Optimus Prime and Megatron's final battle is fought not with cold, hard steel, but in the digital realm of a computer game! 
SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC	$19.95

TOKYOPOP

DRAGON KNIGHTS VOLUME 11 GN
by Mineko Ohkami
Internal unrest stirs within the Dragon Clan as Rath returns to the Dragon Castle consumed with exhaustion, the Dragon Lord's health worsens, and a new scar appears under Kai-stern's eye, all while Tetheus warns of a massive demon force closing in on the castle. But Rath doesn't stay somnolent for long, and his awakening will mean death within the walls of the Dragon Castle, and the loss of a precious item held within its vaults.
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (11 of 17) 	$9.99

GRAVITATION VOLUME 3 GN
by Maki Mrakami
Shuichi is crushed to hear that Eiri is already engaged but the show must go on. His band, Bad Luck, gears up for their debut show and Shuichi begins to announce to the gathered crowd that Eiri is his and his alone when he is fortuitously interrupted before he can make himself clear. The premier goes well and Bad Luck is on their way to being famous when a rival band member discovers damaging information about Shuichi and Eiri's relationship. How long can Bad Luck's good luck can hold out?
SC, 5x7, b&w (3 of 12) 	$9.99

HAPPY MANIA VOLUME 5 GN
by Moyoco Anno
Kayoko struggles to decide what she's going to do about her living situation since Fukuchan is moving out. She ends up living with old friends and ultimately moves back home with her parents. After receiving Kayoko's call, Takahashi rushes back to Japan to see her. The struggle in her head continues....is being with Takahashi going to mean happiness for her?
MATURE READERS 
SC, 5x7, 192pg (5 of 11)	$9.99

INITIAL D VOLUME 9 GN
by Suichi Shigeno
Like many before him, Seiji of Team Emperor just can't hang against Tak and the 86. Seems like everyone on the mountain is talking about the enigmatic 86 and its unknown driver, but Tak, modest as ever, keeps it all to himself. However, when some chick goes off on Natalie for no good reason, Tak's more than willing to give the girl and her boyfriend a lesson in humility with an impromptu race. Off the road, Bunta's still waiting for parts to the new engine for the 86. But the biggest news of all, is that Natalie's so-called 'father' is actually an older man she sleeps with for money. The thing is, she's fallen in love with Tak, and when she tells the old guy that it's over, he insists on one last 'date.' None of this may matter a bit, though, since Tak's just received an anonymous phone call dishing all the dirt about Natalie's dark secret.
SC, 5x7, 200pg (9 of 23)	$9.99

JING KING OF BANDITS VOLUME 4 GN
by Yuichi Kumakura
Their latest adventure finds Jing and Kir in Seventh Heaven, but it's not part of another big heist - it's actually a maximum security prison for the criminally deranged run by a vampire warden and his hockey-masked guards. Their only hope of escape lies with Campari - ringleader of a most demented circus. This volume also includes a bonus story about the origins of Jing and Kir's relationship and their first adventure together.
SC, 5x7, 216pg, b&w (4 of 7) 	$9.99

KIM POSSIBLE CINEMANGA VOLUME 3 GN
Kim squares off with multi-billionaire bad guy Senor Senior Sr. as he attempts to suck Europe dry of electricity. Will it be blackmail or blackouts? And when a secret govenmnet weapon is stolen and a brain switching machine falls into the wrong hands, who else but super-villains Dr. Drakken and Shego are behind a plot to "Neutronalize" the world.
SC, 192pg, b&w (3 of 4)	$7.99

LIZZIE MCGUIRE CINEMANGA VOLUME 4 GN
by Terri Minsky
The Hit TV Series on Disney Channel! Lizzie McGuire can always count on her friends, her family - and the fact that growing up is never easy. Just when it seems like she's got it all figured out, Lizzie finds herself face-to-face with a new dilemma. Like what's more important: telling your best friend the truth or protecting her feelings? When Miranda and heartthrob Ethan Craft are paired together in a mock marriage, Lizzie has to decide just that. And when Gordo shares his love of lounge culture with Lizzie and Miranda, the girls inadvertently start the hottest fad in school. While it's cool to finally be on the A-list of school style, Lizzie has to admit she's spoiled the fun for the real trendsetter - Gordo. Why does junior high have to be so complicated?
SC, 192pg, b&w (4 of 4)	$7.99

LUPIN III VOLUME 10 GN
by Monkey Punch
In the game of thievery, there are steadfast rules ... all meant to be broken if you want to get anywhere thieving. But two can play at that game, especially when the two are Lupin and Fujiko. And when Lupin gets into the revenge game, he learns that he's far better suited to thievery ... or taking over a sovereign island in the name of his family and for the dignity of his legacy. Thievery, government toppling - two sides of the same coin, really. Whichever suits his fancy, you can rest assured that heavy breathing will be part of any game Lupin plays.
SC, 192pg, b&w (10 of 14)	$9.99

MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH VOLUME 3 GN-NEW PRINTING
by CLAMP
The end of the adventure is at hand for Hikaru, Umi, and Fuu, three schoolgirls from Tokyo who were transported to the magical realm of Cephiro to become the Magic Knights. They have unlocked their magic, powered up their weapons, and defeated Zagato's minions. But one test remains before they can confront the sinister Zagato himself, and release the imprisoned Princess Emeraude. They must don the three Mashin - powerful spirits that can only be wielded by Magic Knights. With the girls' magic fully charged, the final battle begins!
SC, 208pg, b&w (3 of 3)	$9.99

RAVE MASTER VOLUME 6 GN
by Hiro Mashima
Sieg Hart, Elemental Master and Demon Card General, is more that happy to destroy Haru, the young RAVE Master, if he is called upon to do so. But first he must find a mysterious girl, made in the image of the legendary Resha, and provided with a deadly magic powerful enough to destroy the world. Could this mystery girl be Elie, Haru's amnesiac companion? Maybe Haru can finally uncover Elie's secret, but only if he is strong enough to stand up to Sieg's ultimate bag of elemental tricks?
SC, 192pg, b&w (6 of 18)	$9.99

REBOUND VOLUME 5 GN
by Yuriko Nishiyama 
Johnan has never been more ready to take on Tskuba, the very team that knocked them out of the finals in the first round last year. They've trained, they've hustled, they've shown tremendous teamwork. What could possibly go wrong? Well, Sawamura ran off to go confront the father that abandoned him years ago and isn't back for the game; Sherman's ankle is giving him the kind of trouble that ends basketball careers; and the surge of excitement the team felt going into the finals has soured. Thank goodness for Nate who seems to be playing the game of his life. Even Takagi, the ace of Tskuba notices the young Nate's abilities, and is thoroughly impressed. But not everyone on Tskuba is a true sportsman. Mikami may try to exploit Sherman's injury by creating a little 'accident' for the Johnan center. But will the rest of Mikami's team go along with his win-at-all-cost philosophy?
SC, 192pg, b&w (5 of 11)	$9.99

RISING STARS OF MANGA VOLUME 2 GN
A Tokyopop exclusive compilation featuring the works of the top 10 prize winning artists in the nation!
SC, b&w (2 of 4)	$9.99

SAMURAI DEEPER KYO VOLUME 4 GN
by Kamijyo Akimine 
Yuya is attacked by a pack of wolves, but is rescued by a group of rebels who kill the wolves and take her away. When Kyooshiroo awakens, he discovers that both Yuya and Okuni are gone. While searching for them, Kyooshiroo rescues a young girl from a pack of wolves and ends up in the rebels' secret village. He discovers Yuya is safe and that the rumors of the rebels and their treasure are unfortunately false.
SC, 192pg, b&w (4 of 18)	$9.99

SHIRAHIME SYO SNOW GODDESS TALES HC
by CLAMP
Legends say that when it snows, it is because the snow princess is crying. From CLAMP, creators of Chobits and Cardcaptor Sakura, comes a collection of five tragic tales, all connected by the bond of snow. Shirahime-syo is CLAMP's return to traditional Japanese form and storytelling. Featuring luscious watercolors and gentle brushstrokes, it is a beautiful departure from CLAMP's usual fare. Discover for yourself the mystery behind the snow in this beautiful hardcover edition.
HC, 6x8, 128pg, b&w	$19.99

THE KINDAICHI CASE FILES VOLUME 4 GN
by Kanari Yozaburo & Sato Fumiya 
Nobody at Hajime Kindaichi's school takes him seriously. After all, whenever he does bother to show up for class he usually just falls asleep. What they do take seriously are the recent ghost sightings around campus and the threatening letters from someone calling himself the 'Afterschool Magician.' Who is this Afterschool Magician, and what is he after? A few members of the school's Mystery Club tried to find out, and they turned up dead. Luckily for Kindaichi, he's an accomplished magician in his own right, but if he's going to crack this case he'll need to rely on every trick in the book.
SC, 5x7, b&w (4 of 10)	$9.99

TRANSFORMERS ARMADA CINEMANGA GN'S
Can the heroic Autobots defeat the evil Decepticons? After discovering a mysterious, glowing piece of metal in a hidden cave, Rad and Carlos find themselves in the midst of an earthquake-and face to face with Megatron and Optimus Prime! 
VOL. 1-SC, 5x7, 96pg, b&w (1 of 3) 	$7.99
VOL. 2-SC, 5x7, 96pg, b&w (2 of 3) 	$7.99
VOL. 3-SC, 5x7, 96pg, b&w (3 of 3) 	$7.99

ZODIAC PI VOLUME 4 GN
by Natsumi Ando 
Lili and Hiromi visit a mysterious fortune-teller called Zeus ... and find themselves, along with Lili's father, embroiled in a situation in which the fate of the Star Ring itself is very much in doubt.
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (4 of 4)	$9.99

CHRONICLES OF THE CURSED SWORD VOLUME 1 GN
by Yuy Beop-Ryong & Park Hui-Jin
The adventure begins! King Jaryoon of Hahyun is attacked by a monstrous emissary from the nefarious vizier, Shiyan. The swordsman Rayan appears and slays the monster with PaSa, a powerful blade orginally crafted by Shiyan himself. Further thrills follow, including an epic battle with the (nearly) unconquerable White Tiger.
SC, 5x8, 176pg, b&w (1 of 10)	$9.99

TONY RAIOLA

DICK TRACY LARGE FEATURE COMIC #6 REPRINT EDITION
Dick Tracy had debuted in the Detroit Mirror in 1931. It soon afterwards appeared in the New York Daily News and the Chicago Tribune. Now you can relive the history with this softcover reprinting some of Chester Gould's classic adventure strips!
SC	$9.50

JOHNNY HAZARD VOLUME 5 COLOR SUNDAY STRIPS
In response to the popularity of Terry and the Pirates during World War II, King Features and Frank Robbins came up with Johnny Hazard: lots of accurately drawn aircraft and weaponry, gorgeous gals, mature plotting and art à la Milton Caniff. Here are collected strips from Robbins's classic! 
SC, FC 	$15.00

THE PHANTOM DAILIES 2 PACK #4
This 2-pack features softcover editions collecting The Phantom's adventures from the 1940s. Included are the collected "Diana Aviatrix," featuring accumulated strips from the 12/16/1940 to 7/12/1941 saga, and "The Phantom's Treasure," featuring accumulated strips from the 7/14/1941 to 1/31/1942 saga.  
Pack	$10.00

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

SCHUCK UNMASKED TP
by Rick Smith
Shuck is a demon who used to be in the business of guarding souls. Wearing an old man mask to hide his goat-faced nature and to fit into his new retired lifestyle, Shuck lives in a house next door to little Thursday Friday, her mom and her talking cat Jamara. The mask doesn't help him hide and Shuck is drawn into the netherworld he thought he had left behind. 
SC, 6x9, 168pg, b&w	$14.95

TROUBLETOWN: AXIS OF TROUBLE VOLUME 1 TP
by Lloyd Dangle
Searing and sidesplitting political cartoonentary! Forget about the "Axis of Evil." When plutocrats and their judges steal elections, billionaires loot the economy, and citizens don't know who to fear more (terrorists, priests, or homeland security agents in their own backyard), we're stuck at the Axis of Trouble! 
SC, 128pg, b&w	$10.95

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING

HERO GETS GIRL: THE LIFE & ART OF KURT SCHAFFENBERGER TP
by Mark Voger
The story of Kurt Schaffenberger, the preeminent Lois Lane and Captain Marvel artist that brought a touch of humor and whimsy to super-hero comics. This is his illustrated biography, covering his entry into comics in the 1940s to his passing in 2002. Includes hundreds of never-before-published photos and illustrations. Foreword by Ken Bald.
SC, 8x11, 128pg	$14.95

VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS

SPIDER VS. THE BAT LIMITED INFANTINO & GIORDANO SIGNED PRINT
To celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Spider, Vanguard is issuing this limited edition print commemorating the Spider facing one of his oldest foes, the original pulp villain, the Bat-Man! This exquisite reproduction is beautifully rendered and signed by top Batman artists Carmine Infantino & Dick Giordano and colorist, J. David Spurlock. 
Print	$75.00

WALLY WOOD SHAMBLEAU GICLEE PRINT
Vanguard in association with Wally Wood's family are releasing a Limited Edition print of Wood's cover painting to the sci-fi classic, Shambleau, to help launch the  Wally Wood Scholarship Fund. This top quality Giclee print exquisitely reproduces this extremely rare Wood original, one of only two known Wood oil paintings. 
Print	$75.00

VERTICAL INC.

TEZUKA'S BUDDHA
by Osamu Tezuka 
Japanese comics godfather Osamu Tezuka tells the story of Buddha's life like it's never been told before. Entertaining, visually spectacular, and warm, Buddha is the ultimate example of Tezuka's storytelling genius and artistic mastery. The progenitor of manga as we know it, and the inspiration for countless artists, Osamu Tezuka continues to elicit the deepest awe with his sweeping grasp of the human condition. This life of Buddha is one that all ages and persuasions can enjoy. 
MATURE READERS
VOL. 1-HC	$24.95
VOL. 2-HC	$24.95

VIA MEDIA PUBLISHING COMPANY

TALES OF THE HERMIT VOLUME 1: CASTLE IN THE RAIN HC
by Oscar Ratti & Adele Westbrook
Pére Dominic, a Western pilgrim, travels through the Orient to the Islands Empire, where he is welcomed at first but is eventually forced to take flight when the country's rulers turn against all foreigners and their teachings. Dominic ponders the experience of a cavalry officer who, on a mission for his Lord, is drawn through a storm of unusual violence into a metaphysical dimension, wherein are rooted past legacies of hate and vengeance. 
HC, 8x11, 168pg, b&w	$29.95

TALES OF THE HERMIT VOLUME 2: YAMABUSHI & HOMECOMING HC
by Oscar Ratti & Adele Westbrook
Pére Dominic discovers two more scrolls, entitled simply Yamabushi and Homecoming, which will offer different - and challenging - responses to the ever-present dilemma of how to try to live an ethical life in the midst of a violent reality. 
HC, 8x11, 192pg, b&w	$29.95

VIPER COMICS

MOON RUSH #1
by Mendoza, Dickens, Daly, Reeves, Lamirand, & Hathaway
An alien race, the Ghorn, have targeted the small Tal colony on Moon 314. The colony is mining a rare energy source, and the lone human among the Ghorn, Semma Holgun, will join the invasion to obtain the energy. Another human, though, will join the fight. Darrin Moore. He has come to repel the Ghorn. But he is not prepared for the brutality. 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (1 of 4)	$2.95

DEAD @ 17 #1
by Josh Howard  & Jim Resnowski
Something sinister is emerging in the small suburb of Darlington Hills. At the center of it are Nara Kilday and Hazy Foss, your average teenage girls. The best of friends, they share a unique bond. But when tragedy strikes, a dark secret is revealed that will change their world forever. 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (1 of 4)	$2.95

WHITE LIGHTNING PRODUCTIONS

MAID ATTACK #3
by Eisu 
The Maid Attack tournament enters the semifinals!  Katharine Golt has defeated a hundred opponents to reach this stage... but now she must face the one person who has ever defeated her in a tournament... her best friend Gwen! Can Kath overcome Gwen's dark side and make it to the final round of Maid Attack,  and who will her opponent be then? Stay tuned! Bi-monthly. 
b&w, 32pg (3 of 4)	$3.95

WILSON PLACE COMICS

WJHC ON THE AIR TP
by Jane Smith Fisher & Artist: Kirsten Petersen
The hit comic series about a group of mismatched teens running a high school radio station makes it to the big time with its first TP.  Follow the WJHC crew through their first day of on-air jitters and media mayhem to a disastrous road trip through the dark woods of Lizzard's Peak and onto the lunacy of a love note gone AWOL.  Broadcasting has never been like this!  It's time to turn out and tune in!
SC, 6x9, FC	$11.95

WIZARD ENTERTAINMENT

WIZARD: THE COMICS MAGAZINE #146
SUPER AMAZING COMIC BOOK CONTENT!
* From DC Comics, artist Darwin Cooke creates an exclusive all-new 8-page JLA: New Frontier prologue story that takes place before issue #1!
* Read 6-page preview of Ultimate Fantastic Four #1 from Marvel Comics. Written by Brian Michael Bendis and Mark Millar with stellar art by Adam Kubert (Ultimate X-Men), see this all-new vision of the Fantastic Four for the very first time in action!
* David Finch (Ultimate X-Men) creates an exciting Ultimate Spider-Man/Fantastic Four/Wolverine to this special issue of Wizard.
WIZARD LETS YOU TALK TO ALEX ROSS! 
* Join us for an exclusive interview with the grand master of painted comic books for a discussion on the future and so much more that fans want to know. We will be gathering fan questions for Ross from our website wizarduniverse.com.
* On the cover to this issue Alex Ross presents the last part in his three-part JLA painting which features Wonder Woman. This tremendous work started on the cover to Wizard #141 with Batman and continued on Wizard #144 with Superman. Complete this dazzling image with this cover.
GET MORE NEWS ON SPIDER-MAN 2 WITH ANOTHER EXCLUSIVE WIZARD REPORT!
JOE KUBERT RETURNS WITH A NEW ART LESSON!
* Read and learn from important instructions on properly inking comic book pages by living legend artist Joe Kubert. 
WIZARD has been totally redesigned from previous issues and will feature the following:
* A bigger all-new Wizard comic book price guide with over 40 pages of prices and market trends.
* New news, new features, new artwork, new interviews, content, new columns and much more await you in the newly redesigned pages of WIZARD.
Magazine (Wonder Woman/JLA by Alex Ross)	$4.99
Magazine (Ult Spidey/FF/Wolvie by David Finch)	$4.99

TOYFARE #77
TOYFARE: THE TOY MAGAZINE #77 presents the ultimate inside scoop on all of the new toys that will be released in 2004! Join us behind-the-scenes with the new Transformers, Lord Of The Rings and G.I. Joe toy lines along with many, many others in this exclusive 16-page mega feature! All of the hottest toy properties including The Matrix, Lord Of The Rings and more with be featured on a photo collage cover to this issue of ToyFare.
* Check out our Ultimate Holiday Gift Guide with the coolest gifts for toy collectors. From statues to cookie jars to T-shirts to gift sets, the best presents are here!
* The new Star Wars cartoon, Clone Wars, is on Cartoon Network, and we're as excited as all get-out! We'll take a fun look at the new cartoon, naming the 14 highlights that make it the best thing to come out of the Star Wars Universe since Padme Amidala! Plus: Find out about all the new Clone Wars toys from Hasbro!
* Behold the greatest urban legends in toys, from the "Wonder Bread He-Man," to the infamous "Pimp Daddy Destro." See pictures of these amazing collectors items and learn where they originally came from and why you can't find them.
* After the hysterical and unspeakable shocks of the CRISIS ON INFINITE MEGOVILLES, Twisted ToyFare Theatre returns with another all-new episode. All that we know now is that Mego Spidey's world may or may not ever be the same. Don't miss this!
* This month's ToyFare Specialty Price Guide features He-Man toys and action figures. Find out how much both the classic figures and the newest ones in your collection are worth, as well as information on the recent red-hot exclusive figures like Keldor! This is the most complete He-Man collectors guide ever assembled with everything from the 1980s to the present.
* ToyFare's Top Ten list tells you which toys are the most in-demand this month, and which you should keep an eye out for. Ask the price guide editor your questions in "Dear Jon Letters." Plus, laugh your ass off at "Big Shots"!
* ToyFare has the most complete, full-color action figure price guide available. Track how much your figures are worth and which ones have changed in value!
* Whether you're a casual toy fan or an obsessive super-collector, you can't afford to miss this issue of ToyFare: The Toy Magazine!
Magazine (Star Wars: Clone Wars cover)	$4.99
Magazine (Transformers/G.I. Joe/Lord Of The Rings collage cover)	$4.99

INQUEST GAMER #104
InQuest Gamer: The Gaming Magazine #104 presents our first-ever Ultimate Anime Games issue!!
* Behold the most comprehensive list of anime card prices you'll find anywhere, plus it's overflowing with strategy, tips and fun sidebars. All of the hottest games will be here-Dragon Ball Z, Yu-Gi-Oh!, Humaliens, Yu Yu Hakusho, .hack/ENEMY, Neopets, Pokémon and more. Along with full pricing and checklist information for all the anime CCGs on the market today, this issue will have the Yu-Gi-Oh! world championship deck and the latest hot new promos.
* Find out what hot anime properties may make their way stateside next. Learn about the new Initial D game and get an advance sneak-peek at Dragon Ball GT, Exalted and Duelmasters.
BECOME A SUPERHERO IN 10 EASY STEPS!
* Get inside Upper Deck's all-new Marvel Comics trading card game with Spider-Man, the X-Men and more! InQuest Gamer #104 is the only place you'll learn how to become your favorite character and clobber the competition. In 10 easy steps, we show gaming fans how to become the best winning hero. We'll reveal the best cards and strategies, and tips guaranteed to win every game starting with an initial killer deck and/or one to build on the cheap.
MAGIC: THE GATHERING'S TOP 100 COMMONS!
* For the first time anywhere, ever, get the definitive list of the best common cards in Magic's 10-year history. 95-percent of these babies will cost you a dime apiece, and will win you more games than their big-dollar bretheren. If you want to kick butt on the cheap, you must read this.
* Get a sneak peak at the next Marvel HEROCLIX expansion, Critical Mass, winning combat strategy for Mage Knight 2.0 in our "Combat Zone," and a new Lord Of The Rings: Return Of The King players guide all in InQuest Gamer #104. 
PREVIEW EVERQUEST: CHAMPIONS OF NORATH!
* InQuest Gamer #104 is the first place that you can read about the PlayStation 2 title that 's sure to be this season's biggest hit. We'll take you inside the design and show you how to take down even the toughest monsters.
* Legendary fantasy painter Boris Vallejo paints an all-new EverQuest cover with the hot new female lead on this month's cover!
* Play your best with InQuest Gamer! Get the essential info you need as we provide the most up-to-date and complete news and previews of Magic: The Gathering, plus Yu-Gi-Oh! and HeroClix price guides. InQuest Gamer is the only magazine that features THE MOST COMPLETE MAGIC PRICE GUIDES and resources to put you at the top of your game.
Magazine (Boris Vallejo EverQuest painted cover)	$4.99
Magazine (Yu-Gi-Oh! cover)	$4.99

WIZARD ANIME INSIDER #11
Anime Insider #11 presents an exclusive 12-page FRUITS BASKET MANGA PREVIEW by artist Kouta Hirano from Tokyopop. Check out the original manga comics behind the top selling Fruits Basket anime series! 
* As Neon Genesis Evangelion gets ready for a live-action motion picture, Anime Insider #11 will examine the most popular anime of modern times as it gets even more heat. Read about the new movie, and explore what makes this series so great. Rei from Evangelion appears on the cover to this issue.
BEHOLD THE MASSIVE ANIME INSIDER ANIME GUIDEBOOK
* The last word on what anime is the best for every dang kind of anime that exists! Shojo! Shonen! Giant Robots! Sports! Romance! It's all here in top 10 lists, top 5 lists and things you never knew about the hottest anime in each category! It's all here in this one stupendous guide!
* Get a complete YU-GI-OH! EPISODE GUIDE of the unreleased episodes that you've never seen. Yu-Gi-Oh! had a whole TV season-which didn't focus on the cards-that aired in Japan but not in America. We tell everyone what's they're missed out on! Yu-Gi-Oh! appears on the alternate cover to this issue.
* This issue of Anime Insider also gets you the latest news and info on the latest anime DVDs! Get the scoop on all of the newest releases from your favorite studios and creators, along with where the coolest anime easter eggs are hidden on these discs.
* Anime Insider has it all-Dragon Ball Z, Inu-Yasha, Love Hina and Yu-Gi-Oh! along with the best anime news, Websites, videos, manga, toys, games, TV shows and more. It doesn't matter if you're new to anime or are a longtime fan-this magazine is the one to get!
Magazine (Neon Genesis Evangelion cover)	$4.99
Magazine (Yu-Gi-Oh! cover)	$4.99

WIZARD EXCLUSIVES

ULTIMATE HULK BUST
This exclusive ULTIMATE HULK mini bust from Diamond Select is a very limited edition of only 1500 pieces. Based on the cover artwork of Ultimates artist Bryan Hitch, this grey Hulk bust stands over 6 inches tall and is set on a base with the Iron Man's, helmet and Captain America's shield. This is a must-have for any serious Hulk fan.
Bust	PI

WIZARD AUTHENTIC

WIZARD #0-SIGNED
Signed by Ultimate Six writer Brian Michael Bendis! This is the BIG ONE-Wizard #0! Made even bigger by DF/WA as a special limited, signed edition! And not just any signature, but the "Ultimate" man himself --Brian Michael Bendis! Wizard #0 is the biggest issue yet and complete with a Batman original story by Jeph Loeb and Jim Lee and an Ultimate Spider-Man tale written by none other than BMB!  DO NOT MISS OUT ON THIS ONE! Each signed copy will is hand-numbered, sealed with a DF Holo-Foil Sticker and includes a numbered certificate of authenticity!
Magazine	SRP: $19.99

BATTLE OF THE PLANETS DF EXCLUSIVE PIN-UP BOOK RUBY RED FOIL DF/WA EDITION
DF has created this exclusive and spectacular pin-up book featuring a mixture of existing and brand new artwork by comic favorites ranging from J. Scott Campbell, Marc Silvestri, Clarance Lansang, Jae Lee, Michael Turner, and
John Cassaday! This limited edition baby will be the center of your "Battle" collection! Each limited edition is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil Sticker and includes a numbered certificate of authenticity!
FC	SRP: $10.00

WITCHBLADE LIMITED EDITION PRINT
Featuring art and signature by Romano from the Top Cow European tour! The Top Cow limited edition Witchblade print is finally available to comic fans through DF/WA! Don't miss out as there are only 300 of these signed bad boys in the world!
FC	SRP: $19.99

INCREDIBLE HULK LITHOGRAPH THE FACE OF RAGE-UNSIGNED VERSION
40 Years ago Stan Lee and Jack Kirby brought us the Incredible Hulk! Over 5 years ago one of Marvel's top ten artist's tackled the super hero spawned by Stan and Jack - Adam Kubert (Ultimate X-Men artist) and tackled the Incredible Hulk! Adam did so in such a way that he drew just his face for this image 'cuz the Hulk is so big so bad . . . he is always IN YOUR FACE! Here's your chance to recapture this glorious image by Adam Kubert of the Hulk just in time for the Hulk movie. Get in now hang it on your wall because when they are gone they are gone forever. So hurry up and get this 'cause you don't want to make the Hulk angry - you wouldn't like it when he's angry! And nobody can draw the Hulk angrier than Adam Kubert! Here's your chance to get this limited edition lithograph by Dynamic Forces and Wizard Authentic! Available both signed and unsigned by Adam Kubert and beautifully colored and re-mastered by June Chung.
Measuring 18" by 24" and printed on archival 80lbs. Gallerie Silk Stock this masterpiece by Kubert will be a treasured addition to your collection!
FC, 18x24	SRP: $19.99

